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Summary

North Korea’s continued progress in developing nuclear forces capable of greatly damaging South Korea, Japan, and the United States brings with it new questions about how to ensure that it will be deterred from doing so. The United States and its allies are focused on strengthening deterrence, including the extended nuclear deterrence provided by the United States. The options for doing so are not broadly understood. This paper examines three of them: nuclear weapons acquisition by South Korea, continuation of the long-standing effort to adapt and strengthen deterrence, and a new division of deterrence labor between the United States and the Republic of Korea.
North Korea’s continued progress in developing nuclear forces has deepened concerns in the region about the (1) possibility of new forms of nuclear-backed coercion, (2) risks of war by miscalculation or calculation, and (3) potential failure of nuclear deterrence. South Korea and Japan now face a North Korean nuclear threat that is existential, or nearly so. The United States is increasingly vulnerable to North Korean nuclear attack—a fact that some allied experts fear will lead the United States to abandon them in crisis and war.

These deepening concerns are evident in the public debates in both South Korea and Japan, where there is a resurgence of interest in nuclear deterrence and an urgency to exploring options, including some that have been taboo (such as nuclear acquisition in South Korea or NATO-like nuclear sharing arrangements in Japan). These concerns are evident also in the policies of the three governments. In its National Defense Strategy, the Biden administration has expressed a clear commitment to work with U.S. allies in the Indo-Pacific to strengthen the regional deterrence architecture, including extended nuclear deterrence. In subsequent joint communiques with the United States, Japanese Prime Minister Fumio Kishida and South Korean President Yoon Suk Yeol have joined President Biden in making this commitment.

In fact, the commitment to strengthen deterrence of a nuclear-arming North Korea is hardly new. Even while the United States and its allies prioritized diplomatic efforts to prevent and then reverse North Korea’s development of nuclear weapons, they also undertook to strengthen deterrence and adapt it to changing circumstances. These efforts date back to the 1990s, when Pyongyang’s nuclear ambitions began to become clear. Much has been accomplished, but more can be done.

In today’s context, leaders of the U.S.-ROK alliance have two basic options for further strengthening deterrence on the peninsula. One is to opt for an entirely different approach—a South Korean nuclear bomb. Bob Einhorn’s opening chapter in this volume maps out the debate about this option in an effort to fully illuminate the benefits, costs, and risks of different courses of action. The other option is to continue the process of adaptation and strengthening deterrence that has long been underway within the alliance but with some significant new steps. My chapter maps out this option. Some of those steps would bring us to a new division of labor for deterrence within the U.S.-ROK alliance. Manseok Lee maps out the logic of such a new division in the third chapter.

The options are clear. The need to choose is obvious. The stakes are high.
South Korea’s Nuclear Options
Robert Einhorn

Considering the increasingly stressful international environment faced by the Republic of Korea (ROK), it is understandable that, in recent years, South Koreans have begun to debate publicly fundamental questions affecting their vital national security interests, including whether they should acquire an independent nuclear weapons capability. The decision on whether to “go nuclear” is a sovereign choice that only South Koreans can make. But it is a decision that should only be made after carefully weighing all essential factors, especially the implications for the security and well-being of the South Korean people but also for the ROK’s relationship with neighboring countries and the international community at large and particularly with its main security partner, the United States. This paper is an effort to examine some of those factors.

Why South Koreans are Reviewing Their Nuclear Options

A combination of three developments has increased South Korean interest in exploring ways to strengthen deterrence against North Korea, officially known as the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK).

The growing DPRK threat. The first is the rapid quantitative and qualitative advancement of North Korea’s nuclear and missile capabilities and the increasingly provocative rhetoric and actions of the DPRK regime under Kim Jong Un. At its 8th Party Congress in January 2021, the regime provided a checklist of new military capabilities it would be seeking. Since then, and especially during 2022, it has pursued an aggressive program of military activities, most visibly missile tests, designed to realize those capabilities and serve the regime’s strategic goals.

North Korea wants solid-fueled intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) that can reliably penetrate U.S. missile defenses and strike the American homeland with nuclear weapons. It has tested short-, medium-, and intermediate-range missiles that can target South Korea, Japan, and Guam. It has developed and tested land-based, mobile missiles—including what it says are hypersonic systems—that are designed to be accurate, difficult to target, and capable of penetrating allied missile defenses. It has worked on sea-launched ballistic missiles, missile-carrying submarines, missiles launched from trains, and other basing modes to promote the survivability of its deterrent. It is pursuing tactical nuclear weapon systems that could be used on the battlefield in accordance with its declared willingness to employ nuclear weapons first in a crisis. And it has expressed a desire to acquire smaller, lighter nuclear weapons that would require further nuclear testing and that could be deployed on battlefield weapon systems or on multiple-warhead long-range missiles.
In the last several months, the North has combined its accelerated missile testing activity with belligerent rhetoric and highly provocative actions—including large-scale artillery barrages into the North-South maritime buffer zone, the firing of missiles over Japan and into waters south of the Northern Limit Line, the publicized conduct of “tactical nuclear drills” simulating nuclear strikes against targets in South Korea, and the crossing into South Korean airspace of several surveillance drones. It has justified these provocations as responses to stepped up U.S.-ROK joint military exercises, which it characterizes as preparations for attacking the DPRK. In a November 17, 2022 statement carried by KCNA, North Korean Foreign Minister Choe Son-hui said, “The more the U.S. is bent on strengthening the provision of extended deterrence to its allies, the fiercer our military responses will become in direct proportion to their provocative military activities.”

The escalation of North Korea’s threatening activities and pronouncements has unnerved South Koreans and increased their interest in reconsidering their nuclear options.

**Fear of a permanent North Korean nuclear capability.** A second and related motivation for rethinking nuclear options is the growing realization in South Korea that North Korea’s nuclear weapons capability may be permanent, or at least will not be going away for the foreseeable future. The asymmetry between the two Koreas in the possession of nuclear weapons has long been of concern to South Koreans—not just because of the grave security threat posed by Pyongyang’s nuclear arsenal, but also because this inequality in what is widely seen as an important indicator of national power and status has been deeply disturbing to many in the South (even though by almost every other measure of national success, the ROK is far in the lead).

This nuclear asymmetry was more tolerable as long as it was seen as temporary—that is, as long as South Koreans believed the North could be persuaded or pressured to give up its nuclear deterrent. But prospects for the DPRK abandoning its nuclear weapons capability now seem remote. It has become increasingly apparent that Kim Jong Un has no intention of giving up what he sees as critical to North Korea’s security and the survival of his regime. Everything he has said or done indicates that one of his major goals is to convince the international community, especially the United States, that efforts to denuclearize North Korea are futile and that the DPRK should be accepted as a permanent and legitimate nuclear-armed state. The new law on nuclear policies adopted by the Supreme People’s Assembly in September 2022 was intended in part to codify that the DPRK’s nuclear weapons capability is irreversible and non-negotiable.

This determination never to abandon its nuclear arsenal has been reflected in the North’s attitude toward negotiations ever since the failed Hanoi summit between Kim
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Jong Un and President Donald Trump in February 2019. The Biden administration has a realistic perspective on prospects for diplomacy with North Korea. While continuing to reaffirm the “ultimate” goal of the complete denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula, it has indicated that denuclearization is a long-term goal that should be approached incrementally, and it has signaled that it is prepared to agree with the North on limited, near-term measures that provide reciprocal benefits to both sides. But North Korea has rebuffed repeated U.S. efforts to engage, claiming that negotiations are pointless as long as the United States and its allies maintain their “hostile policy” toward the DPRK. Moreover, the North, valuing its nuclear deterrent much more than the promise of material well-being for its people, quickly and firmly rejected President Yoon’s “audacious initiative” to reward North Korea generously for steps toward denuclearization.3

In the current geostrategic environment—with China and Russia increasingly aligned with North Korea, helping it evade sanctions, and using their veto to shield it from additional Security Council sanctions—there is little expectation that Pyongyang can be brought to the negotiating table any time soon. It is conceivable that, once North Korea has completed the missile and nuclear tests it considers necessary to achieve its declared milestones, it will be prepared to engage. But in that event, it would only be prepared to limit—not eliminate or even reduce—its capabilities and only in exchange for major sanctions relief and other economic, security, and political benefits.

The United States, ROK, and most of the rest of the international community are unlikely ever to accept North Korea as a legitimate nuclear-armed state and will continue to express support for the goal of the complete denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula. But that goal now seems unrealistic and South Koreans are concluding that the nuclear asymmetry on the Peninsula and the nuclear threat posed by the North may be permanent. This growing recognition increases South Korean incentives to reconsider their non-nuclear status.

**Questions about the reliability of U.S. security assurances.** A third reason for the ROK to review its nuclear options is continuing uncertainty about the reliability of U.S. security guarantees, and especially the U.S. nuclear umbrella. Questions in Seoul about the reliability of U.S. security assurances are nothing new. President Nixon’s decision in 1970 to begin drawing down U.S. forces in South Korea and President Carter’s announcement in 1977 about removing U.S. troops over a five-year timeframe both shook ROK confidence in U.S. guarantees and contributed to President Park Chung Hee’s decision to pursue a covert program—eventually halted largely by U.S. pressure—to develop an indigenous South Korean nuclear capability.4 More recently, President Trump’s transactional approach to U.S. alliances—including seeking
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exorbitant financial compensation from Seoul for stationing U.S. forces in South Korea and threatening to withdraw those forces if his demands were not met—renewed concerns about U.S. steadfastness in support of its treaty ally. These concerns were exacerbated by North Korea’s testing of ICBMs capable of reaching the American homeland, raising questions about whether a U.S. administration would put U.S. cities at risk of nuclear attack by intervening in a Korean Peninsula conflict, including with the use of nuclear weapons, in defense of South Korea.

One of the Biden administration’s top foreign policy priorities has been strengthening U.S. alliances and reassuring U.S. allies about the reliability of U.S. security commitments. In light of the growing North Korean threat, it has made special efforts to reassure Seoul. In the joint statement following his May 2022 summit meeting with President Yoon Suk-yeol, Biden stressed “the U.S. extended deterrence commitment to the ROK using the full range of defense capabilities, including nuclear, conventional, and missile defense capabilities.” The leaders agreed “to initiate discussions to expand the scope and scale of combined military exercises and training” and reaffirmed “the commitment of the U.S. to deploy strategic U.S. military assets in a timely and coordinated manner as necessary, as well as to enhance such measures and identify new or additional steps to reinforce deterrence.”

Since the Biden-Yoon summit, the allies have resumed large-scale combined field exercises, which had been suspended or scaled back by the Trump administration. They held a meeting of the high-level Extended Deterrence Strategy and Consultation Group, which had been dormant for over four years. The United States used visits of strategic assets to demonstrate its commitment and resolve, including the aircraft carrier Ronald Reagan’s port call in Busan and flyovers by U.S. strategic bombers. Recognizing the important contribution to deterrence of defense cooperation between the United States, South Korea, and Japan, the three countries participated in missile defense exercises in August 2022 and maritime anti-submarine exercises in September 2022. A succession of senior-level U.S.-ROK meetings, including the Security Consultative Meeting (SCM) between the American and South Korean defense ministers in November 2022, provided highly visible opportunities for the allies to
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showcase their cooperation and plan further steps to strengthen their combined deterrence posture.

Efforts by the Biden administration to reinforce the alliance have done much to restore ROK confidence in the reliability of the United States as a security partner. But concerns in South Korea about the effectiveness of the U.S. extended deterrent have not gone away, especially with Kim Jong Un threatening the preemptive use of nuclear weapons against South Korea and pursuing ICBMs that pose the extremely unsettling question of whether the United States would risk Los Angeles (or Seattle or Chicago) to defend Seoul. Moreover, as much as South Koreans may trust the assurances provided by the current U.S. administration, they worry that a future administration, whether led by Trump or another politician espousing America First policies, may have a very different approach toward U.S. overseas commitments.

**ROK Options for Enhancing Deterrence**

These worrisome developments have led many South Koreans to consider various approaches to bolstering their security, both to deter the DPRK and to reassure the South Korean public.

**Bring U.S. nuclear weapons back.** As one of the Presidential Nuclear Initiatives undertaken in 1991 and 1992 to roll back the legacy of Cold War nuclear confrontation, the United States brought home the tactical nuclear weapons it had deployed in Europe and Asia.\(^9\) Thus, one option for South Korea is to bring them back. With accelerated North Korean nuclear and missile testing in recent years, support for deploying U.S. nuclear weapons into the ROK has grown. Proponents maintain that such deployments would send a more powerful, higher profile message of U.S. commitment than continued offshore U.S. nuclear deployments. They also argue that stationing nuclear weapons in South Korea would allow more timely allied responses to DPRK aggression than sending nuclear-armed aircraft long distances from Guam or the continental United States. And they maintain that the use of ROK-based tactical weapons would be less likely to escalate rapidly to nuclear attacks against the American homeland than U.S. responses with its central strategic systems.

Opponents argue that the costs and risks of deployment outweigh the benefits.\(^{10}\) They point out that nuclear weapons storage sites in South Korea and associated dual-capable aircraft or missile delivery systems would be tempting targets for North Korean preemptive attack. They contend that establishing secure storage infrastructure for nuclear weapons in the South as well as manning and defending that capability would be expensive and would divert financial and human resources
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from other defense priorities. They claim that the United States already has several nuclear options for responding promptly to North Korean attack (including submarine-launched ballistic missiles with low-yield warheads and U.S.-based ICBMs). And they point out that, given China’s harsh economic and political response to South Korea’s acceptance of U.S. deployment of a Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) missile defense battery, Beijing’s reaction to U.S. nuclear weapons in the South would likely be much stronger, jeopardizing the South Korean government’s efforts to maintain constructive relations with China.

Although ROK officials may have broached the idea of deploying U.S. nuclear weapons to South Korea, including in 2017, the U.S. government has not been receptive, for several of the reasons outlined above.

NATO-type nuclear sharing. Another approach that has received support among some South Korean politicians and security experts is for the United States and the ROK to adopt nuclear-sharing arrangements similar to those that NATO has had in place for many decades. Those arrangements include the stationing of U.S. nuclear weapons under strict U.S. control on the territories of several NATO members; the acquisition of dual-capable aircraft by those NATO members and the certification of those aircraft for nuclear weapons delivery; the handover of U.S. nuclear weapons to allied air crews to carry out “nuclear missions” in wartime; and the execution of those nuclear missions only after authorization is received from the president of the United States. According to a NATO factsheet, NATO’s nuclear sharing is the sharing of the Alliance’s nuclear mission—“not the sharing of nuclear weapons.”

Advocates believe that, by giving the ROK a critical operational role in alliance nuclear missions, such an approach would both strengthen deterrence of North Korea and reassure the South Korean public. They point out that South Korea could have that role without contravening the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons [more commonly known as the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)], since U.S. and Soviet negotiators in the 1960s carefully worked out NPT provisions that did not preclude NATO nuclear sharing arrangements. Moreover, they ask, doesn’t South Korea—with the acute threat it faces from North Korea and the uniquely integrated and trusting security ties it has maintained with its U.S. ally for decades—merit the same treatment the United States accords to its European allies?

Opponents of NATO-type nuclear sharing note that deployment of U.S. nuclear weapons in South Korea would involve the same problems discussed above, including making nuclear storage sites and allied delivery systems potential targets of preemptive attack and burdening the alliance with the costs of building the necessary infrastructure. If nuclear sharing with the ROK did not involve the stationing of nuclear


weapons in South Korea—and instead required moving nuclear weapons to South Korea in a crisis—that would pose its own problems, including the practical difficulty of transferring nuclear weapons to the Peninsula promptly and safely in a crisis and the risk of dramatically escalating the situation. Moreover, critical questions regarding nuclear sharing, such as the respective roles of U.S. and South Korean leaders in authorizing nuclear missions, could become highly contentious political issues and prove difficult to resolve. And perhaps the most basic argument against nuclear sharing from many opponents is that it is not necessary—that existing alliance deterrence arrangements are effective and can be further improved without far-reaching changes.

Nuclear sharing could also receive some of the same negative reactions from neighboring countries as the deployment of U.S. nuclear weapons in South Korea. At the August 2022 NPT Review Conference, the Chinese representative argued, contrary to the widely supported U.S. interpretation, that nuclear sharing violated the NPT. He further warned that “Any attempt to replicate the NATO’s nuclear sharing model in the Asia-Pacific region would undermine regional stability and would be firmly opposed by the countries of the region and, when necessary, face severe countermeasures.”

The United States government is just as skeptical toward NATO-type nuclear sharing as it is toward the deployment of U.S. nuclear weapons in South Korea. Asked in a September 2021 online forum about then-presidential candidate Yoon Suk-yeol’s statement that he would urge Washington to deploy tactical nuclear weapons or agree to nuclear sharing, Mark Lambert, U.S. Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Japan and Korea, said, “U.S. policy would not support that.” More recently, and especially after Yoon became president, American officials have not been as explicit about their opposition to such approaches. Welcoming the strong convergence of views between the Yoon and Biden administration on strengthening the alliance, they have wanted to avoid taking public positions that are at odds with or dismissive of influential thinking in South Korea, including among members of Yoon’s People Power Party.

Since assuming office, and wishing to show solidarity with the United States, President Yoon’s administration has not officially supported deployment or nuclear sharing. But the attitude of his administration toward such measures is not settled and remains under consideration. When asked on October 11, 2022, about the debate in South Korea on deployment of U.S. nuclear weapons, Yoon said he was “weighing [the option] while listening attentively to various options from the South Korean and U.S. governments and the public.”


**Strengthening the U.S. extended nuclear deterrent.** For the time being, the Yoon and Biden administrations have found common ground on an approach to strengthening alliance security other than deployment of U.S. nuclear weapons or nuclear sharing: reinforcing the current U.S. extended nuclear deterrent. As described above, that has been a critical focus of U.S.-ROK engagement on security matters. And support for reinforcing the U.S. extended nuclear deterrent has been combined with the allies’ emphasis on strengthening their non-nuclear capabilities, including the ROK’s own conventional capabilities as well as the allies’ missile defense, cyber, and space capabilities.

Yoon administration officials have expressed satisfaction with recent efforts to strengthen extended deterrence. They have welcomed the many high-level statements of U.S. commitment, the stepped-up combined training and exercises, the U.S. intention to increase the frequency and intensity of U.S. strategic asset rotational deployments, the high-visibility port calls and strategic flyovers, the revitalization of bilateral extended deterrence consultations, and so on. They especially welcomed Secretary Austin’s bold statement at the November 2022 SCM—which echoed the language of the Biden administration’s 2022 Nuclear Posture Review and reaffirmed the position taken by the Trump administration—that “any nuclear attack against the United States or its Allies and partners, including the use of non-strategic nuclear weapons, is unacceptable and will result in the end of the Kim regime.”

There seems to be a gap, however, between what ROK officials are calling for and what U.S. officials are prepared to do. Public comments on the issue of deployment of U.S. strategic assets to the region, for example, seem to reveal differences that presumably have been hashed out in private. In their joint press event, Defense Minister Lee said that Secretary Austin pledged to employ U.S. strategic assets “to the level equivalent to constant deployment” through increasing the frequency and intensity of deployments,” while Secretary Austin emphasized that there will be “no new deployments on a permanent basis, but you’ll see assets move in and out on a routine basis.” The remarks are compatible but suggest that the South Koreans want a more permanent U.S. strategic presence in and around the Peninsula than the Americans are prepared to accept.

In general, the South Koreans seem to be pressing for more—a more permanent and visible U.S. strategic presence in or around the Korean Peninsula, a more prominent role in developing extended deterrence policies, greater insights into U.S. nuclear planning, and a greater voice on whether and when nuclear weapons should be used on the Peninsula.
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The U.S. government recognizes the need to bolster the ROK’s confidence in the reliability of U.S. security commitments, and it is prepared to reassure the South Koreans through high-level affirmations of support, close consultations, and frequent, tangible displays of American commitment. But it believes existing U.S. extended deterrence policies and capabilities—including U.S. central strategic systems as well as the capability to forward deploy dual-capable fighter aircraft, strategic bombers, and nuclear weapons to the region if necessary—already constitute an effective deterrent against North Korea. It is reluctant to make major changes that it considers unnecessary, expensive, time consuming, and potentially destabilizing.

Regarding the South Korean role in nuclear deterrence of North Korea, American officials for decades have essentially been telling their ROK ally not to worry—that the United States would handle it. While the allies have worked together intimately and effectively in the development of conventional war plans, little information has been shared on U.S. nuclear policies and plans. To the South Koreans, the U.S. extended nuclear deterrent has been a black box. For many years, this was tolerable if not very satisfying to America’s close ally. But with the dramatic increase in the North Korean threat, it is no longer acceptable to them.

**South Korea’s own nuclear deterrent**

The three approaches discussed above—deploying U.S. nuclear weapons in South Korea, adopting NATO-type nuclear sharing, and reinforcing extended deterrence—have one critical feature in common: they all maintain South Korea’s heavy reliance on the U.S. nuclear umbrella for its security. All give the American president ultimate authority on whether and when nuclear weapons will be used in its defense. For a significant number of South Koreans, this is a major problem, and they are considering a fourth alternative—the ROK’s acquisition of its own nuclear weapons capability.

In opinion surveys carried out in recent years, the option of developing an indigenous nuclear weapons capability has consistently received strong, majority support among the South Korean public. In a well-respected survey conducted in December 2021, 71% favored South Korea’s development of its own nuclear program, whereas 56% favored the deployment of U.S. nuclear weapons in South Korea. When asked to choose between those two options, 67% preferred an indigenous ROK capability and only 9% preferred the deployment of U.S. weapons in South Korea. Moreover, when confronted with some of the potential consequences of the ROK acquiring nuclear weapons—such as pressures from China, economic sanctions, and
U.S. troop withdrawals—only 11% of the respondents changed their view to opposing South Korea’s development of nuclear weapons.¹⁸

Some observers suggest that South Korea’s policy elite—including government officials, political leaders, experienced journalists, and non-governmental security experts—is likely to be more aware of the risks and costs of ROK nuclearization and therefore more resistant to it than the public at large. That may be true, but in recent years, a growing number of prominent members of that elite have begun to speak out publicly in support of South Korea’s acquisition of nuclear weapons, or at least encourage a serious domestic debate on the nuclear weapons option. And even if some of that public advocacy is designed to achieve domestic political gains or to spur the United States to do more in terms of extended deterrence, the issue is clearly on the national agenda and unlikely to go away. According to an American expert, “support for an independent nuclear arsenal is no longer only on the fringes.”¹⁹

**Arguments in favor of South Korea acquiring nuclear weapons.** Public support for consideration of an ROK nuclear weapons capability has come from South Koreans (including some former government officials and retired military officers, present and former National Assembly members, newspaper editorial writers, and non-governmental security experts) as well as some Americans (mostly non-governmental experts). Among the arguments the proponents make for South Korea developing nuclear weapons are the following:

- Compared to reliance on the U.S. nuclear umbrella, it would strengthen deterrence against North Korea. For example, in the event of a DPRK-initiated conventional armed conflict on the Peninsula, the North Koreans may feel they could get the U.S. and ROK to back down by threatening or using nuclear weapons first, calculating that Washington would be reluctant to put the U.S. homeland at risk by using U.S. nuclear weapons in response to a DPRK nuclear attack against the South. But, according to this view, Pyongyang would have little doubt about the ROK’s willingness to use its own nuclear weapons in response to such an attack, reducing the likelihood of North Korean aggression in the first place.

- South Korea’s acquisition of nuclear weapons will not be the stimulus for a regional nuclear arms race, as claimed by opponents of the ROK going nuclear. As Robert Kelly points out, South Korea’s neighbors—China, Russia, and North Korea—are already racing to advance their nuclear capabilities.²⁰
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• Many South Koreans, including a number of South Korean progressives, would welcome an indigenous nuclear weapons capability as a means of asserting the ROK’s strategic autonomy, reducing what is seen in certain quarters as a demeaning dependency on the United States for its security, eliminating its irritating nuclear asymmetry with the DPRK, and bolstering its image as a strong, independent, successful player on the world stage. In the December 2021 public opinion survey mentioned above, 26% of the respondents who supported the ROK acquiring nuclear weapons said the main reason for their support was to increase South Korea’s prestige in the international community, slightly above the number (23%) supporting domestic nuclearization to counter the DPRK threat.\textsuperscript{21}

• According to some advocates, acquiring nuclear weapons would solve a major strategic problem for South Korea: having a credible deterrent against the North without poisoning its relations with China, its major trading partner. Jennifer Lind and Daryl Press maintain that an indigenous nuclear weapons capability would be a more credible deterrent than reliance on the U.S. nuclear umbrella while, at the same time, it would avoid the need for South Korea to further strengthen strategic ties with Washington, thus allowing it to “retain political independence in a region where China wields ever-greater power and influence.” It might be “the only way to save” the U.S.-ROK alliance.\textsuperscript{22}

• Some say it could also be of strategic benefit to the United States. Seong-Chang Cheong argues that South Korea’s nuclearization “will free the United States from the conundrum of whether to use nuclear weapons to defend its East Asia ally. In the end, the U.S. homeland and its citizens’ lives will be also free from the threat of North Korea’s nuclear bombs.”\textsuperscript{23} Robert Kelly sees an ROK nuclear capability as consistent with the longstanding U.S. goal of supporting greater burden-sharing and less “cheap-riding” by its allies, and he believes such increased burden-sharing would help enable the United States “to finally achieve a more restrained, less sprawling foreign policy, a less gargantuan defense budget, greater focus on China, fewer forever war interventions, and so on. . . There is no reason why greater allied strategic responsibilities should not include WMDs [weapons of mass destruction] if well-governed democratic allies so choose.”\textsuperscript{24}

• Unlike in the case of North Korea, which withdrew from the NPT only after being found in violation of its obligations, South Korea’s withdrawal and acquisition of

\textsuperscript{21} Dalton et al., “Thinking Nuclear: South Korean Attitudes toward Nuclear Weapons.”


\textsuperscript{24} Kelly, “The U.S. Should Get Out of the Way in East Asia’s Nuclear Debates.”
nuclear weapons would be legal under NPT Article X and could be justified by the North Korean threat. Some advocates therefore contend that Seoul’s decision to withdraw would be seen by the international community as understandable and could result in less damage to the global nonproliferation regime than the opponents of ROK withdrawal assume.

- While the United States currently opposes the acquisition of nuclear weapons by its allies, some proponents maintain that, if Seoul nonetheless acquired them, Washington would decide to tolerate its nuclear capability—just as it came to tolerate the nuclear programs of Israel, India, and Pakistan. It would therefore resist efforts to punish its ally, including by opposing international sanctions and waiving or ignoring U.S. sanctions laws and policies. According to Robert Kelly, “The United States does not pressure friendly nuclear weapon states, including itself, to meet NPT requirements.”

- Some supporters claim that a South Korean nuclear weapons capability would force North Korea to deal with the Seoul government more seriously. In the past, the North has often refused to engage with the ROK, dismissing it as a puppet regime and preferring to interact with Washington, especially on nuclear issues. Nuclear parity could change the dynamics of the North-South relationship and lead to greater inter-Korean engagement. It could also give South Korea greater leverage to negotiate with the North on nuclear issues, increasing prospects for reducing the DPRK’s nuclear capability or even achieving a nuclear weapons-free Korean Peninsula.

- South Korea would be a responsible nuclear-armed state. One of the traditional arguments against nuclear proliferation is that new nuclear powers may not be reliable or capable nuclear custodians and might therefore export sensitive nuclear technology intentionally or inadvertently, fall short of high standards of nuclear safety, or fail to adopt effective nuclear security measures that prevent the theft or seizure of bomb-making equipment or materials. South Korea’s impressive track record implementing its large-scale civil nuclear program should alleviate such concerns.

- Supporters point out that, while the Biden administration may have reduced South Korean concerns about the reliability of U.S. security assurances, there are no

\[25\] Ibid.

\[26\] Cheong, “The Case for South Korea to Go Nuclear.”
guarantees that a future U.S. administration will not bring those concerns to the fore again. Moreover, those concerns are not just a function of the policies or personalities of particular American presidents; they also have an objective basis: the vulnerability of the United States to a North Korean nuclear attack—a persistent threat that could get worse over time. In this view, a South Korean nuclear capability would be a prudent insurance policy against an uncertain future.

The opposing view: South Korea should not acquire nuclear weapons. Given the substantial challenges the ROK is facing, it is entirely appropriate for democratic South Korea to debate how best to ensure its security in the uncertain period ahead. But for a variety of reasons, becoming a nuclear-armed state would not be a good choice.

- No one doubts that South Korea has the technical capability and financial resources to produce nuclear weapons. But if it decided to go nuclear, South Korea would want a sizable, sophisticated, and publicly demonstrated nuclear capability, not a few primitive, untested bombs in the basement. That would be a major, costly, and time-consuming undertaking. South Korea has a large and world-class civil nuclear energy program, but it doesn’t have the specialized facilities in place to produce a substantial nuclear arsenal. It has no uranium enrichment facilities or readily accessible sources of uranium. It has done plenty of research on ways to separate plutonium from spent fuel but only on a laboratory scale and would need to build a much larger facility. It would have difficulty acquiring uranium that it could irradiate to produce plutonium or identifying spent reactor fuel already in South Korea that could be reprocessed without violating contractual obligations with suppliers or that would provide the optimal grade of plutonium for weapons. It would have to develop a workable bomb design and test it, presumably more than once. Finding a technically suitable and politically acceptable test site in densely populated South Korea could be an insurmountable challenge. Achieving a secure retaliatory capability with survivable basing arrangements could take several years, and it would divert resources from other defense and national priorities.

- Despite North Korea's ability to reach the United States with ICBMs, U.S. extended nuclear deterrence remains effective. Kim Jong Un is not suicidal. He cannot be confident that the United States will be deterred from responding firmly to a DPRK nuclear attack against South Korea or the American homeland, including by making good on its pledge to end the North Korean regime, with or without the use of U.S. nuclear weapons. For most of the Cold War, U.S. cities were vulnerable to nuclear attack by the Soviet Union (which had many times more nuclear weapons and delivery systems than North Korea). But America’s NATO allies retained confidence in the U.S. extended nuclear deterrent, in large part because of the American public’s strong support for the alliance as well as the stationing of a large number of U.S. troops in Europe. A similar situation exists with South Korea.
With 28,500 U.S. military personnel stationed there, many tens of thousands of American civilians living in Korea, and strong historical ties and shared values, vital U.S. interests would be immediately engaged in any armed conflict on the Peninsula and would demand a decisive U.S. response. Moreover, there is strong bipartisan support in the United States for the U.S.-ROK alliance. As a protection against Trump’s mercurial attitudes toward U.S. overseas commitments, Congress included in the 2018 National Defense Authorization Act a provision restricting the ability of a U.S. president to withdraw U.S. troops from South Korea.27

- Although offshore and mostly out of sight, U.S strategic assets—including forward-deployable dual capable aircraft and strategic bombers as well as missile-carrying submarines and U.S.-based ICBMs—provide survivable and highly effective means of deterring and, if necessary, responding to North Korean aggression. Moreover, the U.S. arsenal has the capability to respond with low-yield nuclear weapons (including the W76-2 SLBM warhead) and weapons that are able to reach their targets quickly. Asked in 2017 about returning U.S. nuclear weapons to South Korea, Secretary of Defense Jim Mattis said a key advantage of U.S. deterrent forces is that adversaries cannot target them. He added: “We have a deterrent and its location is immaterial.”28

- South Korea’s acquisition of nuclear weapons would increase instability on the Korean Peninsula. Instead of incentivizing the North Koreans to enter negotiations and agree to nuclear reductions, it would more likely motivate them to increase their capabilities. Competitive rounds of nuclear and missile testing would heighten tensions. Whether or not ROK nuclear weapons would be more likely than the U.S. nuclear arsenal to deter a North Korean nuclear strike—and that is debatable—a South Korean nuclear capability would not prevent DPRK provocations below the nuclear threshold, including provocations that could escalate to large-scale armed conflict. And with both Koreas supporting preemptive military strategies (with South Korea’s conventional Kill Chain option possibly replaced by a nuclear version), the likelihood of inadvertent nuclear conflict could increase.

- Far from saving the U.S.-ROK alliance, South Korea’s possession of nuclear weapons could seriously weaken it. It would not necessarily mean the end of the mutual defense treaty. (The United States and France remain NATO allies, although Washington was never happy with de Gaulle’s force de frappe.) But with two separate centers of nuclear decisionmaking, the nature of the alliance would fundamentally change. The U.S. commitment to defend South Korea with


nuclear weapons if necessary (i.e., the nuclear umbrella) would either be gone or significantly qualified. The United States presumably could still station military personnel in South Korea, but U.S. support for those deployments could erode. Why, American politicians and publics might ask, should the United States bear the costs and possibly greater risks of keeping troops in the South when Seoul claims to be able to defend itself and no longer has faith in U.S. commitments? On the South Korean side, proponents of strategic autonomy, buoyed by an independent nuclear capability, might welcome a partial or total withdrawal of U.S. forces, while believing that its own nuclear capability would allow the ROK to reduce its investment in conventional military capabilities. Whether and in what form the allies’ unique combined command structure would survive ROK nuclearization is anyone’s guess.

- Instead of enabling South Korea to have its own deterrent without jeopardizing its interest in constructive relations with China, Seoul’s acquisition of nuclear weapons could severely damage those relations. While South Korea would portray its move as aimed strictly at North Korea and not China, Beijing would not see it that way. It would likely interpret the ROK’s nuclear capability as substantially strengthening the U.S.-led coalition aimed at countering and containing China—a coalition that could also include a nuclear-armed Japan if, as many expect, Japan followed South Korea down the nuclear path. China’s harsh punitive measures against Seoul for accepting the deployment of the U.S. THAAD missile defense system could well be a mild version of how China would react to a South Korean decision to acquire nuclear weapons.

- South Korea’s withdrawal from the NPT and pursuit of nuclear weapons would do major damage to the global nuclear nonproliferation regime. North Korea joined the NPT with the intention of cheating and withdrew after it was caught. Iran was discovered pursuing a covert nuclear weapons development program and paid a heavy price in terms of sanctions. With U.S. withdrawal from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action and efforts to revive it at a dead end, some Iranians are talking about NPT withdrawal. Is that the company South Korea wishes to keep? South Korea would be the first respectable democratic country (and U.S. ally) to leave the Treaty. It would weaken the disincentives for others to follow suit, including Japan. If upstanding world citizens like South Korea and Japan can do it, why not Saudi Arabia, Turkey, and more? What would NPT withdrawal do to South Korea’s ambition to become a leading player on the world stage, a “global pivotal state”?

- South Korea would pay a high price for going nuclear. Even if one assumes that a U.S. administration would swallow its disappointment over Seoul’s decision, opt for maintaining close ties with its strategically important ally, and work to spare it from harsh punishment as much as possible—and it’s hard to predict whether a future administration would react that way—the ROK would still pay a high price. If
it so desired, the United States would be able to block Security Council sanctions, but countries opposed to South Korea’s nuclearization, especially China but perhaps also Russia and others, could be expected to adopt their own unilateral punitive measures. The U.S. administration would be able to waive a number of U.S. sanctions laws that would be triggered by South Korea’s actions, but under some laws, sanctions would be imposed automatically and could be waived only by a vote of Congress and not by the president. That would include the Glenn amendment, which would be triggered by a nuclear test and mandate a cutoff of a wide range of bilateral cooperation, including arms sales and various forms of financial assistance. (The far-reaching Glenn amendment sanctions against India and Pakistan were imposed in May 1998, relaxed incrementally, and finally removed only in September 2001.29) In addition, South Korea’s trading partners could become wary of providing the ROK with dual-use and other high technology items that they believed could contribute to its nuclear and missile programs.

- South Korea’s civil nuclear energy program would be especially hard hit. Under the U.S.-ROK civil nuclear agreement, bilateral nuclear cooperation would have to cease; South Korea could not use any nuclear reactors, equipment, or materials previously supplied by the United States in its nuclear weapons program; and Washington would even have the right—albeit a hard one to enforce—to demand that such reactors, equipment, and materials be returned to the United States.30 In addition, members of the multilateral Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), including all the world’s major nuclear suppliers, would be committed under their guidelines to halt all nuclear cooperation with South Korea.31 South Korea’s civil nuclear power program, which relies entirely on foreign supplies of enriched uranium to fuel its light water reactors and which produces about 27% of the country’s electricity (with plans to reach nearly 35% by 2036),32 would come to a halt. So would South Korea’s hopes of becoming one of the world’s leading exporters of nuclear reactors.

- Acquiring an indigenous nuclear weapons capability is not the answer to South Korean security concerns. It would do little, if anything, to enhance deterrence against North Korea and could even undermine ROK security by increasing tensions and crisis instability on the Peninsula, weakening the U.S.-ROK alliance,
and antagonizing neighbors, especially China. South Korea’s nuclearization would attract widespread international opprobrium and damage the global nuclear nonproliferation regime, undermining its image as a responsible and increasingly influential international player. It would require a major investment of time and financial resources, with significant opportunity costs to other national priorities, including strengthening conventional defense and deterrence capabilities. And South Korea could become the target of economic sanctions and other pressures, with especially disruptive effects on its civil nuclear program.

Reinforcing Extended Deterrence – Status Quo Plus

South Korea’s security policy community has debated three major changes to the deterrence status quo: deploying U.S. nuclear weapons in South Korea, adopting NATO-style nuclear sharing, and—the most radical of the three—developing a domestic nuclear weapons capability. Each has its advocates as well as some reasonable—or at least plausible—supporting arguments. But each also has major downsides and strong opponents in both the United States and South Korea.

Among the opponents in Washington is the Biden administration. And none of these three major changes is officially favored by the Yoon administration, although some of its senior officials previously advocated a number of them. For the time being at least, both administrations have coalesced around an approach that has been in place for decades and served the alliance well—reliance on the U.S. extended nuclear deterrent.

But the security environment has changed in recent years, especially the threat from North Korea. And questions about the reliability of the U.S. nuclear umbrella are likely to persist. The allies recognize these factors and have pledged to strengthen extended deterrence. However, as suggested above, the allies don’t exactly see eye to eye on how—and the extent to which—it needs to be upgraded.

The United States has tended in the past to resist changes to the status quo. It believes it already has an effective, survivable deterrent and is reluctant to make changes that could increase its vulnerability, costs, and logistical and other practical difficulties. It insists that there are firm limits on the role any ally, whether NATO or East Asian, can play in U.S. nuclear planning and nuclear operations. In particular, it insists that ultimate authority for using U.S. nuclear weapons must continue to rest exclusively with the U.S. president. Nonetheless, the Biden administration now seems prepared to engage in wide-ranging discussions with its ROK ally on how best to deter the DPRK and reassure South Koreans.

The Yoon administration genuinely appreciates the efforts the Biden administration has made to date, including the high-level reaffirmations of U.S. security guarantees and the more frequent, high-profile demonstrations of U.S. commitment, such as visits and rotational deployments of U.S. strategic assets. But the ROK would like more, both in terms of the forward presence of U.S. strategic assets and, at least equally
important, the role South Koreans play in formulating and implementing extended deterrence policies on the Peninsula and in influencing crisis decision-making related to the possible use of nuclear weapons.

In the Extended Deterrence Strategy and Consultation Group and in other bilateral discussions, the South Koreans will push hard for a more prominent role. President Yoon calls for ROK participation in “joint planning” and “joint execution” of the U.S. extended deterrent and U.S.-ROK cooperation in “the management of U.S. nuclear assets,” although he and other senior ROK officials have been unclear, at least in public, on what specifically they have in mind. Moreover, while Yoon puts priority “for now” on working with the Americans to reinforce extended deterrence, he states that South Korea could support deployment of U.S. tactical nuclear weapons or acquire its own nuclear capability if the North Korean threat becomes more serious.³³

The South Koreans will not get everything they want in these discussions on upgrading the extended deterrent—and they probably know that. But they deserve to have a significantly greater voice than they currently have on matters affecting their vital security interests. The Biden administration should show considerable flexibility in accommodating their concerns.

The outcome of these U.S.-ROK deliberations could have a decisive effect on South Korea’s internal debate on its nuclear options. The convergence of U.S. and ROK thinking on extended deterrence issues would not only strengthen deterrence against North Korea and help reassure the South Korean public; it would also reduce the appeal of more problematic options for addressing the DPRK threat.

The Plausible Alternative to the South Korean Bomb

Brad Roberts

South Korean cries to “do something” are growing louder and more insistent. This is a natural public and political reaction to the darkening shadow cast by the growth, diversification, and improvement of North Korea’s nuclear arsenal and missile delivery systems. But the call to do something implies that nothing has been done. This is incorrect. For decades, the United States and U.S. alliances in the region have anticipated the possibility that prevention and denuclearization might fail. Thus, they have also taken many steps to adapt and strengthen deterrence for new purposes. Before doing something dramatic to break with past practice, policymakers in the ROK and elsewhere should have a clear understanding of those prior and ongoing efforts, of the possibilities for further adaptation and strengthening, and of the overall effectiveness of the alliance’s evolving deterrence posture. Only then can an informed choice be made about the prudence of pursuing a radical alternative.

Toward these ends, this chapter proceeds as follows. It begins with a review of past efforts by the U.S.-ROK alliance to adapt and strengthen deterrence, highlighting the continuity of purpose in recent decades. It then examines recent developments in North Korea’s nuclear posture and assesses whether these call into question the effectiveness of the alliance’s deterrence posture. The chapter then explores what can be done to ensure the needed further adaptation and strengthening of the deterrence posture. My central conclusion is that the urge to do something should be met with a practical agenda of next steps on the alliance’s long-standing trajectory, not with a radical alternative. The alliance’s deterrence posture is fit for purpose but must continue to adapt to remain so, given continued developments of DPRK capabilities and strategy. The necessary further adaptations are within military and political reach.34

Past Approaches to Adapt and Strengthen Deterrence

In recent decades, deterrence has not been the main theme in U.S. strategy toward the emerging North Korean nuclear problem—prevention and, more recently, denuclearization have been the main themes. But U.S. and ROK leaders have consistently recognized the possibility that prevention and denuclearization might fail and that the decades-old effort to deter North Korean aggression and negate its efforts at coercion might grow more challenging.

34 The views expressed here are those of the author and should not be attributed to his employer or its sponsors. The author is grateful for comments on earlier drafts of this essay by Paul Amato, Paul Choi, Ryan Jacimi, and Manseok Lee and also for comments on these arguments at a CGSR roundtable with South Korean military experts in January 2023.
In anticipation of this possibility, the United States began to adjust its deterrence posture in the 1990s, as North Korea withdrew from the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and openly pursued nuclear devices and the means to deliver them. The Clinton administration embraced first theater missile defense and then national missile defense as the primary response. It did so in part because it rejected mutual vulnerability as the basis of the strategic relationship with nuclear-arming “outlier” states—a policy, if not a label, common to subsequent presidential administrations. This commitment was intended also to negate future North Korean efforts in crisis and war to exploit American vulnerability, as doing so would de-couple the United States from the defense of the ROK and other regional allies when under nuclear threat.

The George W. Bush administration gave a central place to the threat from “rogue” states in its national security and defense strategies. It set out a “new strategic framework” emphasizing the need to negate rogue state threats. It introduced the concept of a “new triad” of strategic systems encompassing strike systems (nuclear, non-nuclear, and non-kinetic), defenses (homeland and theater), and infrastructure (the capacity to respond to future change in a timely manner). It called for the earliest possible deployment of both an initial homeland missile defense capability and a small number of Conventional Prompt Global Strike Systems, largely in response to North Korean developments.

The Obama administration rebalanced some of the concepts and tools but essentially continued on the same trajectory. It sought to strengthen extended deterrence through the accelerated introduction of non-nuclear means. It also set out a comprehensive approach to adapt and strengthen the regional deterrence architecture in Northeast Asia in partnership with both the ROK and Japan; that approach encompassed steps to ensure a favorable balance of conventional force, timely power projection, regional and homeland missile defense, advanced conventional strike, and dominance in the new military domains. In support of that effort, it partnered with its allies to develop new policy-focused nuclear consultation mechanisms. In 2010, the U.S.-ROK Extended Deterrence Policy Committee (EDPC) and U.S.-Japan Extended Deterrence Dialogue began to explore emerging challenges to deterrence and the necessary responses. The EDPC played an important role in this period to deepen shared understandings of the deterrence challenges and of the needed responses. It also helped participants better understand each other’s interests, equities, and vulnerabilities. One result was a tailored deterrence strategy that helped guide subsequent planning. In this timeframe, leaders in Washington, Seoul, and Tokyo began to speak about the “deterrence of the alliance” or the

36 Remarks by President George W. Bush, National Defense University (May 1, 2001).
“deterrence provided by the alliance,” thus moving beyond the original division of labor by which the ally joins with the United States in providing deterrence at the general level of war but is a beneficiary of deterrence guarantees and capabilities at the strategic level provided by the United States.\(^{39}\)

The alliance’s willingness to take these steps was motivated largely by North Korea’s nuclear explosive tests in 2006 and 2009 and by North Korea’s lethal conventional provocations in 2010.\(^{40}\) In Seoul, there was an urgent search for a stronger deterrent. It had two objectives: (1) improved deterrence of non-nuclear but strategic attacks and (2) achieving some role in deterring nuclear attack. For the former, the ROK military pursued doctrinal changes to deter limited objective conventional attacks, through “manifold retaliation.”\(^{41}\) For the latter, it developed the “three Ks”: KAMD (Korean air and missile defense, Kill Chain (the capabilities to find, fix, and finish North Korea strike capabilities), and KMPR (Korean massive punishment and retaliation).\(^{42}\) The three Ks were conceived as South Korea’s new contribution to the alliance’s overall capability to deter nuclear attack.

The Trump administration did little to deviate from this legacy trajectory of step-by-step comprehensive adaptation and strengthening—all appearances to the contrary notwithstanding. To be sure, it chose a radically different diplomatic approach to denuclearization—one emphasizing “maximum pressure” to try to coerce Pyongyang to the negotiating table. At one point President Trump seemed to threaten nuclear attack, while at another he declared that “there is no nuclear threat” from the DPRK. But on the U.S. strategic deterrence posture, the Trump administration stayed on course. It maintained the policies to stay ahead of the emerging North Korean missile threat and to pursue improved conventional strike options. The important exception to this general observation relates to the response to the growing DPRK nuclear threat. Unlike its predecessors, the Trump administration sought two supplemental nuclear capabilities in support of extended deterrence (the two were a sea-launched nuclear-armed cruise missile and a low-yield warhead atop a submarine-launched ballistic missile; the former remains in debate, but the latter was deployed).\(^{43}\)

The Biden administration has followed in this bipartisan mainstream. Its National Defense Strategy identifies North Korea as a “persistent threat” to the U.S. homeland, deployed U.S. forces, the ROK, and Japan and commits to strengthen and sustain deterrence, reinforce and build out a resilient security architecture in the Indo-Pacific, and work with the ROK to improve its defense capability. Its Missile Defense

---


Review again expresses the commitment to stay ahead of emerging North Korean missile threats, though it seems to recognize that doing so on strictly quantitative metrics will prove impossible and thus emphasizes missile defeat, encompassing “the range of activities to counter the development, acquisition, proliferation, potential, and actual adversary offensive missiles of all types, and to limit damage from such use.” Its Nuclear Posture Review characterizes North Korea as a persistent and growing danger and states that any nuclear attack by North Korea against the United States or its allies and partners “is unacceptable and will result in the end of the regime.” It goes on to state the commitment to “work with allies and partners to ensure an effective mix of capabilities, concepts, deployments, exercise, and tailored options to deter and, if necessary, respond to coercion and aggression.” It also reiterates long-standing U.S. commitments to “field flexible nuclear forces suited to deterring regional nuclear conflict, including the ability to forward deploy strategic bombers, dual-capable fighter aircraft, and nuclear weapons to the region” and to leverage ally and partner non-nuclear capabilities to support the nuclear mission.44

In fulfillment of this strategy, the Biden administration has increased the frequency of displays of U.S. strategic forces in Northeast Asia and increased the intensity of U.S.-ROK joint military exercises. These have included a joint naval exercise also involving Japan. From the release of its Nuclear Posture Review in autumn 2022 through late winter 2023, the Biden administration has also sent repeated messages from multiple high-level sources about the “ironclad” commitment of the United States to South Korea and has also advanced plans to further strengthen nuclear consultation mechanisms.45

In sum, the step-by-step effort to strengthen and adapt the deterrence postures of the United States and the ROK has moved through many stages, with substantial and significant results. The alliance’s deterrence posture is much more diverse than before, much less reliant on the assets of one ally, and much less dependent on U.S. nuclear capabilities and declaratory policies that may not be credible to the adversary in some circumstances. For the North Korean nuclear threat, the alliance benefits from the significantly improved South Korean non-nuclear capability as well as U.S. strategic nuclear forces and forward-deployable capabilities, both of which are being modernized. It also benefits from parallel developments in the deterrence and defense posture of the U.S.-Japan alliance and progress in building a regional deterrence architecture encompassing the capabilities of both alliances. Japan’s strong missile defense capabilities and improving capabilities for a long-range precision strike are essential in this regard.

44 All citations here are from the National Defense Strategy of 2022 and the “nested” reviews of nuclear posture and missile defense.
45 “US reaffirms ironclad commitment to security of South Korea in bilateral talks,” Korea Times (February 15, 2023).
Recent Developments in North Korea’s Nuclear Posture

While the U.S.-ROK alliance has been “doing something” about the emerging North Korean threat, the DPRK has been doing something of its own. Its progress has also been substantial and impressive. The progress of the U.S.-ROK alliance in strengthening and adapting its deterrence posture must be measured against North Korea’s progress in developing its nuclear force.

From Kim Jong Un’s November 2017 declaration of the North Korean nuclear force (following six explosive tests and the launch of an ICBM), North Korea has been improving its nuclear force—“building up, improving, and diversifying its nuclear weapons and delivery systems—at a rapid rate of technological progress.” In 2022, the development and testing of ballistic and cruise missiles dramatically accelerated. North Korea may soon have enough missiles to overwhelm the U.S. homeland missile defense system. Further improvements to its force are in development, including both a new solid-fueled rocket motor for ICBMs and a “super large MLRS” for the launch of short-range rockets. By early 2023, Kim had already committed to “exponentially increase” nuclear warhead production, “mass produce” tactical nuclear weapons, and to deploy a new ICBM “capable of quick counter-strike.”

In addition to these developments in North Korea’s posture, there have also been significant developments in its nuclear strategy. In a speech in April 2022, Kim Jong Un elaborated on the mission of these new weapons, as follows:

The fundamental mission of our nuclear forces is to deter war. But our nukes can never be confined to the single mission of war deterrent at a time when a situation we are not desirous of at all is created on the land. If any forces try to violate the fundamental interests of our state, our nuclear force will have to decisively accomplish its unexpected second mission.

Five months later, the North Korean government issued a statement on nuclear policy, declaring itself to be a responsible nuclear weapons state, amplifying on the mission of the force, and setting out first principles for the use of nuclear weapons, the conditions of their use, command and control, and readiness. Those principles can be knit together into a coherent set of ideas about how to exploit North Korea’s new nuclear capabilities to enable Pyongyang to achieve Kim Jong Un’s goals in peacetime crisis and war. The table below, drawing heavily on the September 2022

---

47 Ibid.
48 Alexander Ward, “North Korea displays enough ICBMs to overwhelm U.S. defense system against them,” Politico (February 8, 2023).
50 “Regarding the nuclear force policy of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea” (September 8, 2022).
policy statement, provides a sketch of North Korea’s nuclear strategy and apparent theory of victory across the continuum of conflict.

Table 1. Kim Jong Un’s Nuclear Strategy and Theory of Victory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>“Peacetime”</th>
<th>Crisis</th>
<th>War</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ends</strong></td>
<td>• Break hostile ways of U.S.</td>
<td>• Weaken the U.S.-led alliances</td>
<td>• Achieve decisive victory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Ways**         | • Effectively safeguard national sovereignty, territorial integrity, and fundamental interests
|                  | • Persuade U.S. that aggression will lead to ruin and to recognize DPRK as a nuclear weapon state
| **Means**        | • Establish a secure, effective retaliatory force
|                  | • Constantly renew and strengthen those forces
|                  | • Regularly update nuclear strategy
|                  | • Display capabilities and resolve                                           | • Conventional provocations
|                  |                                                                            | • Nuclear threats and displays                                                             | • Employ nuclear weapons in response to nuclear or other WMD attacks or to non-nuclear attacks on leadership or NC2 |
|                  |                                                                            | • Missile threats and displays that highlight vulnerabilities of allies and of U.S. homeland | • Employ nuclear weapons if such attacks are imminent
|                  |                                                                            | • A “normal mobilization posture” so that a nuclear order can be immediately executed     | • Employ nuclear weapons to seize the initiative and/or to prevent the expansion or prolongation of war |
|                  |                                                                            | • Other preparations to seize initiative if war proves inevitable                         |                                                                                               |

The Shifting Geopolitical Context

These developments in the strategic balance between the U.S.-ROK alliance and the DPRK are not the only factors influencing the stability of deterrence on the peninsula. At least three other factors stand out.

The war in Ukraine raises a significant new question about whether nuclear threats can be used to prevent the United States from defending important interests. Surveying the unwillingness of NATO in general and President Biden in particular to leave open the possibility of direct military assistance to Ukraine, some might
conclude that President Putin’s nuclear threats were seen as credible and were thus effective, leading others to draw similar conclusions. This may encourage Kim Jong Un to dismiss U.S. declaratory policy as mere bluff. It may also further discourage those in South Korea and Japan who are already discouraged by the possibility of U.S. retreat from their defense when faced with new nuclear threats.

The growing global divide between the democracies and the autocracies, as spearheaded by the Sino-Russian “friendship without limits,” raises a significant new question about the degree of agency Kim Jong Un may perceive. He may judge that Beijing and Moscow would step into any mounting crisis to inhibit a strong American response, thereby reducing his expected cost and risk of direct confrontation with the United States.

The resurgence of a strain in American politics that dismisses allies as freeloaders and alliances as constraints on the exercise of American power raises a significant new question about the future willingness of the United States to run new nuclear risks on behalf of its allies. Many U.S. allies experienced first-hand President Donald Trump’s evident disdain and transactional approach to alliances. For the first time they had to seriously contemplate their options if the United States withdrew from its security commitments to them. Their options are few and unattractive. Allies remain committed to their alliances with the United States while also recognizing that the U.S. commitment to those alliances is not as deep as before. This fuels their anxiety that the U.S. commitment may no longer be deep enough to run nuclear risks on their behalf. This too may encourage Kim Jong Un to think that the costs and risks of confrontation with the U.S.-ROK alliance are manageable.

A 2023 Net Assessment

The steps taken by the U.S.-ROK alliance to adapt and strengthen deterrence did not deter Pyongyang from developing nuclear weapons, crossing the nuclear threshold, or pursuing a nuclear force. But are they sufficient to deter Pyongyang from employing its weapons in war? If so, then they should also be sufficient to negate North Korean nuclear coercion in peacetime and crisis (by allowing us to ignore North Korean nuclear threats because they are not credible). Of course, only war can provide a definitive answer. Thus, we must form our own assessments. My own judgments include the following.

There is a serious risk that Kim Jong Un may now assess that the strategic advantages he has created for North Korea put him on an entirely new footing. Notably, Kim appears to have gained confidence as a result of North Korea’s nuclear progress, as evidenced by both new provocations and efforts to test the resolve of the United States and Japan to stand by South Korea. He may also have concluded that broader geopolitical factors allow him increased agency. These judgments would seem to discount developments in the U.S.-ROK deterrence posture. At the very least, these factors seem likely to result in more attempts at nuclear-backed coercion and in new provocations aimed at testing the new balance of strategic power.
But will this result in war, including nuclear war? With a nuclear force capable of assured retaliation, Kim Jong Un may calculate, as Vladimir Putin appears to have done, that he can utilize his strategic nuclear force to create a sanctuary within which to commit aggression at the conventional level of war. A direct armed assault on the South to capture Seoul and try to dictate the terms of political settlement still seems very high risk for the North; but a limited incursion and limited escalation may now seem less risky than before—and perhaps acceptably risky given Kim Jong Un’s stake in achieving his long-term geopolitical objectives.

In contemplating war, as opposed to provocations and tests, Kim cannot ignore the new strategic advantages of the U.S.-ROK alliance, which should have a significant impact on his assessments of the benefits, costs, and risks of different courses of action. Relative to a decade or two ago, the alliance has improved means to deny Pyongyang the benefits of attack. North Korea’s hope to de-couple the United States from the defense of its allies in Northeast Asia by threatening the American homeland with nuclear attack is largely negated with the protection of the homeland by missile defenses. Its hope of persuading Japan not to support the U.S. defense of the ROK with limited missile attacks has been largely negated with Japan’s missile defense.

The alliance also has improved means to impose costs and risks on Pyongyang. Any North Korean nuclear attack would bring with it the certainty of a regime-threatening massive conventional response by the ROK. It would also bring Pyongyang face-to-face with the U.S. promise to use all of its considerable power to remove the regime in Pyongyang in such a circumstance. This could credibly include a nuclear response by the United States, as it retains (and is modernizing) the capability to employ strategic nuclear systems on behalf of its allies at any time and manner of its choosing. The United States also retains (and is modernizing) the capability to forward-deploy nuclear weapons in the region and on the peninsula if needed in crisis and war. Thus, Kim Jong Un cannot confidently predict that he can both employ nuclear weapons and see his regime survive.

Central to Kim’s calculus must be judgments about the resolve of the United States to run nuclear risks on behalf of South Korea and Japan and about his ability to break that resolve without resorting to war. Such judgments are formed on the basis of observed behaviors in other contexts; in this regard, the alliance’s track record in adapting and strengthening deterrence should send an impactful message of resolve. But it is all too plausible that Kim might conclude that U.S. resolve is weak and easily broken, as such judgments have often been made by autocrats, who often perceive democracies to be fearful and easily divided (thus the record of the 1930s).  

In sum, the U.S.-ROK deterrence posture is fit for the purpose of deterring DPRK nuclear attack. It is also fit for the purpose of deterring other strategic attacks by non-nuclear means. For the purpose of deterring nuclear-backed conventional provocations, it is likely as fit as it can be. For the purpose of preventing

miscalculation of resolve, the alliance’s track record of adapting and strengthening should prove significant. But the balance of capabilities and resolve is dynamic, and these judgments are all open to future reconsideration based on new circumstances. The alliance’s pursuit of new strategic advantage must continue.

**Next Steps in Adapting and Strengthening Deterrence**

Going forward from here, the U.S.-ROK alliance faces two main imperatives: to reinvigorate the bilateral nuclear consultative process and to ensure the timely delivery of future capabilities creating strategic advantage for the regional deterrence architecture.

Reinvigoration of the consultative process is necessary for various reasons. Many stakeholders perceive that it has lost momentum and no longer serves well the original purpose of generating shared understanding of emerging challenges as well as of the necessary responses.\(^{52}\) Unlike nuclear dialogues with other allies, it has not produced new cadres of enduring expertise in either government or a community of experts in the analytical community. It also appears to be less effective than hoped in meeting the assurance requirements of South Koreans.

Reinvigoration requires institutional refinements to existing practices beyond the scope of this paper. It requires also significant substantive work. Two important new tasks should be put in front of the reinvigorated consultative process.

The first new task relates to theories of victory. North Korea’s elaboration of coherent theories of victory for peacetime, crisis, and war require corresponding theories from the U.S.-ROK alliance. The alliance must have a set of concepts about how it can safely defend its interests while defeating North Korea’s strategy and theory of victory. The absence of such concepts in the U.S. defense community was a primary subject of concern for the U.S. National Defense Strategy Commission, as noted in its most recent quadrennial report. Published in late 2018, the report concluded that the United States could well lose a war against a nuclear-armed challenger.\(^{53}\) Many of the elements of such a strategy and theory can be found in documents generated by the alliance and statements by its leaders. But, to the best of my knowledge, they have not been set out in a coherent whole anywhere. Table 2 offers one way to think about this.
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52 Based on private communications between the author and both civilian and military experts in both Seoul and Washington.

Table 2. Toward a U.S.-ROK Multi-Domain Strategy and Theory of Victory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ends</th>
<th>Crisis</th>
<th>War</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peacetime Competition &amp; Conflict</td>
<td>Crisis</td>
<td>War</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• KJU becomes convinced that any nuclear employment would bring disaster (and thus that the U.S. and its allies can safely ignore his nuclear threats) and that cooperation can serve some of his interests</td>
<td>• Deter escalation from crisis to war</td>
<td>• An outcome that meets the political requirements of the U.S. and ROK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sustain and strengthen alliances</td>
<td>• Increase DPRK expected costs and risks of escalation</td>
<td>• Defeat efforts to seize the initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strengthen and adapt deterrence to ensure DPRK gains no new coercive leverage</td>
<td>• Decrease its expected benefits—especially its confidence in rapidly seizing the initiative</td>
<td>• Defeat limited missile strikes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ensure an ever-present off-ramp</td>
<td>• Focus PRC on DPRK escalation risks</td>
<td>• Achieve rapid conventional dominance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Focus PRC on crisis avoidance</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Destroy instruments of regime control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second new task relates to deterrence campaigns. Building on a key element of the Biden administration’s National Defense Strategy (NDS), the alliance must develop a combined campaign plan for deterrence. Such campaigns encompass day-to-day activities in peacetime, crisis, and war to shape the adversary’s assessments of the benefits, costs, and risks of different courses of action. They must encompass the full DIME (diplomatic, informational, military, and economic factors) spectrum and
thus are not just for the military community to craft and implement. This would build on but go beyond the alliance’s tailored deterrence strategy to guide daily activities.

The second main imperative is to develop a long-term strategy for competition with North Korea for strategic advantage. More precisely, the alliance must develop a combined acquisition plan for this purpose. But before it can do so, it needs clarity about the core elements of such a strategic posture and how to sustain them over time in competition with a nuclear-arming North Korea.

One part of this plan must address the alliance’s need for improvements to the capabilities for extended nuclear deterrence. Such improvements are needed due to advancements made by North Korea in its integrated air and missile defense capabilities. These developments call into question the future effectiveness of dual-capable aircraft armed with gravity bombs and point to the utility of a stand-off capability. They are also needed because of the waning credibility of the U.S. promise to make globally available in time of crisis and war fighters armed with nuclear bombs, if required. In a world marked by a rising risk of opportunistic aggression, and with it the risk of simultaneous nuclear crises in both Asia and Europe, it seems unlikely that some or all of U.S. DCA based in Europe would be dispatched elsewhere amidst mounting crises. Heavy bombers are useful supplements to forward-deployable non-strategic systems but are not a substitute, as they do not convey the resolve of U.S. allies to defend their interests when faced with nuclear risk.

The U.S.-ROK alliance can accomplish a great deal to meet these two imperatives. However, the alliance cannot fully accomplish its objectives when working in isolation. Others in the region contribute in essential ways to the regional deterrence architecture—especially Japan but increasingly also Australia. Thus, the bilateral U.S.-ROK alliance needs to enable and pursue the necessary trilateral (with Japan) and quadrilateral (with Australia) cooperative activities. Such activities are essential to the next steps in adapting and strengthening deterrence. The political divisions between the ROK and Japan are obvious targets for North Korean nuclear-backed coercion. Moreover, many of the multi-domain solutions to the challenges of deterrence and assurance on the Korean peninsula will not be found on the peninsula alone. Integration across these divides may be impossible, but improved cooperation through increased institutionalization may produce the needed coherence across the alliance structures. Reinvigoration thus also requires experimentation with a broader framework.

The New Challenges of Nuclear Risk Reduction

North Korea’s pursuit of a standing nuclear deterrent is generating significant new nuclear risk in the region, as is China’s rapid build-up and diversification of its nuclear forces. In addition, a continued effort by the U.S.-ROK alliance to
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adapt and strengthen deterrence can be expected to have complex effects in the multidimensional Northeast Asian security environment. Some will be positive, in the sense that they reduce the risks of nuclear-backed coercion and aggression. Others will be negative, in the sense that they generate second and third order effects that have to be managed.

In the context of the confrontation between the DPRK and the U.S.-ROK alliance, the alliance’s continued progress in adapting and strengthening deterrence should have the effect of reducing nuclear dangers. It should ensure that the credibility of North Korean nuclear threats remains low, thus reducing the vulnerability of the United States, the ROK, and others in the region to coercion. It should also ensure that Kim cannot be confident in his calculus of the benefits, costs, and risks of different courses of action that bend in favor of aggression against the South. To secure these benefits for the alliance requires exercises and demonstrations that Kim will complain raise nuclear risk; they do—for him. This combination of effects may lead him to conclude, over time, that his interests are better served by his own version of détente than by continued competition with the United States and its alliances. It may also lead him to conclude that substantive strategic stability dialogue with the United States could serve his interests. In the interim, Kim may come to see risk management mechanisms as useful, such as arrangements for missile launch notifications, hotlines, a renewal of the Comprehensive Military Agreement, or even an update to the armistice.

In the context of the confrontation between China and the United States, the continued U.S. pursuit of strategic advantage over North Korea will be unwelcome and disruptive. China’s leaders will infer that the pursuit of strategic advantage over North Korea is simply a ruse that masks the true intentions of the United States to pursue strategic advantage over China. They will strongly object to any strengthening of the extended nuclear deterrent. After all, they believe that any improvement to U.S. alliance structures in the region will ultimately prove to their disadvantage. A strategy to address China’s concerns would include both strategic dialogue and improved mutual transparency—both already rejected by China. Many U.S. experts have concluded that China’s leaders are not interested in having its concerns addressed, as they find it useful to explain China’s troubles by blaming others. So long as China remains unwilling to engage in sustained, substantive, and high-level dialogue on the strategic stability implications of North Korea’s growing nuclear force, there is little that the United States can do cooperatively with China to reduce nuclear dangers. Instead, it must work with its allies and partners to do what they can together to understand and reduce those dangers.

This leads to the simple conclusion that the alliance’s strategy to reduce nuclear dangers must, for the time being, rely more on deterrence than dialogue with Pyongyang or Beijing. But dialogue among the United States and its allies and partners has something valuable to contribute in developing new concepts and approaches.
**Conclusions**

There is a plausible alternative to a South Korean bomb. The U.S.-ROK alliance has not been idle—indeed, it has accomplished a great deal. It has long anticipated the possible emergence of a nuclear-armed North Korea and the process of adapting and strengthening deterrence is well advanced. But nor has North Korea been idle. Thus, it is necessary that the allies take additional steps to adapt and strengthen deterrence. They must reinvigorate the bilateral nuclear consultative process by taking on some important new work related to theories of victory, deterrence campaigns, and long-term competition for strategic advantage. With sufficient political resolve and sustained leadership focus, continued success—in the form of credible deterrence of nuclear and other strategic attacks by North Korea—is within their reach.
The current debate concerning South Korea’s nuclear armament is arguably one of the most pressing policy issues in U.S.–Republic of Korea (ROK) relations. While this issue has been persistently raised over the past decade as a result of North Korea’s growing nuclear capabilities, the present situation reflects a departure from the past because the debate has become more mainstream. Previously, it was considered taboo to discuss the prospect of South Korea’s own nuclear weapons; today, however, the public, politicians, and prominent experts are participating in the discussion. The nuclear debate should not be viewed as an effort to garner public support. Rather, politicians and foreign policy experts are responding to a shift in public opinion, as more than 70% of South Koreans now appear to support a domestic nuclear program. The debate has now moved beyond a simple call for the acquisition of nuclear weapons. Currently, the focus is on how South Korea could develop such weapons from a political and technical standpoint.

In this volume, Brad Roberts finds that South Korea’s desire to have its own nuclear deterrent is mainly influenced by two factors that have risen doubts about the United States’s credibility as a security guarantor. The first factor is a strain in U.S. politics that views alliances as constraints on American power, leading many allies to question the depth of U.S. commitment. The second factor is the Ukraine war, which has demonstrated that nuclear threats can be effective in preventing the United States from defending its interests. This has caused allies to worry that other nuclear-armed challengers may also use this tactic, further eroding U.S. credibility as a security provider. Roberts does not, however, address the impact of China’s rise and the intensifying U.S.–China strategic competition on the South Korean nuclear debates.

This chapter aims to examine how the simultaneous emergence of China and North Korea as significant threats has led to divergent threat perceptions between the United States and South Korea: the United States has prioritized China as its greatest threat, while South Korea has prioritized North Korea as its most imminent and existential threat. Due to these differing threat perceptions, South Korean experts are concerned that the United States may be unwilling to respond with all-out efforts in the event of a nuclear conflict with North Korea, as using all its strength in the North Korean crisis would make it difficult for the U.S. to win the strategic competition with China over Asia and the world order. Such concern has led South Koreans to
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believe that they need their own nuclear deterrent. Meanwhile, the United States expects that South Korea may not actively participate in any possible conflicts with China, such as in the event of China’s invasion of Taiwan. This stance has increased Washington’s discontent with South Korea’s commitment to U.S. regional strategy.

To examine such dynamics, this chapter employed a mixed-methods research approach that combines document review, field visits, and interviews to gather the evidence base. More specifically, a targeted review was conducted of open-source literature related to U.S. and South Korean perspectives, including national strategies and other government documents (e.g., U.S. National Security Strategies and South Korea’s Defense White Papers), in addition to relevant academic, think tank, and specialist news media sources. The other primary means of data collection used for this chapter was field visits conducted in South Korea. These visits provided opportunities to conduct interviews with both active and retired South Korean officials, as well as with journalists, academics, and think-tank researchers.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, this chapter examines in greater depth the ongoing debates regarding South Korea’s nuclear armament. The following section describes the rise of both China and North Korea in the Asia-Pacific region, while the fourth section explains how the United States and South Korea have come to develop different threat perceptions. The fifth section elucidates the process behind the development of the divergent threat perceptions and policy priorities. Finally, the concluding section discusses the key findings of this chapter.

Mainstreaming Nuclear Debates in South Korea

North Korea has long engaged in a pattern of provocative actions intended to both intimidate and demonstrate its strength to newly inaugurated South Korean governments and demonstrate its strength. The Yoon government has been no exception to this pattern of provocations. In May 2022, shortly after President Yoon was inaugurated, North Korea test-launched three rounds of short-range ballistic missiles (SRBMs) on May 12, followed by a Hwasung 17 intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) and two additional rounds of KN-23 SRBMs—the North Korean version of the Iskander—on May 25. Between May and December 2022, North Korea launched a total of 27 missiles, including a variety of ICBMs, intermediate range ballistic missiles (IRBMs), SRBMs, and multiple launch rocket systems (MLRS).\(^{56}\)

In response, the Yoon government bolstered its defense posture against North Korea’s nuclear and missile threats by emphasizing the “three-axis system.” This involves a kill chain for preemptive strikes, South Korea’s missile defense system,
and massive punishment and retaliation (MPR). At the same time, South Korea responded by calling for the introduction of U.S. nuclear weapons or NATO-style nuclear sharing with the United States as a means of enhancing the credibility of the U.S. extended deterrence and boosting its counter-nuclear readiness. The response from the Korean public has been more active, with a growing number of South Koreans calling for nuclear armament. Indeed, a poll conducted by the Carnegie Endowment and the Chicago Council on Global Affairs in 2022 found that 71% of South Koreans believed that Seoul should develop its own nuclear arsenal. The debate concerning nuclear weapons is not new in Korea, although it has grown steadily over the past decade. Between 2010 and 2020, the Asan Institute measured a change in views among South Koreans during this period in its Fundamentals of South Korean Public Opinion report: while the percentage of people who supported ROK developing its own nuclear weapons increased over the course of a decade, the percentage of people who opposed U.S. deployment of nuclear weapons to ROK increased.

A recent significant development in the nuclear armament debate in South Korea, however, is the fact that not only the public but also politicians, experts, and even government officials are now actively participating in the discussion. This represents a departure from the past, where the topic was considered taboo and only discussed among a select group of politicians and experts. By contrast, the current conversation has become more mainstream, with members of the ruling party openly advocating for South Korea to acquire nuclear weapons. This position aligns with the opinion of approximately two-thirds of the South Korean public, who consistently support the introduction of a domestic nuclear weapons program. Furthermore, President Yoon has acknowledged the potential of acquiring nuclear weapons as a future policy option. While he later changed his stance—stating that South Korea will continue to abide by the NPT regime, his initial remarks have contributed to the increasing support for South Korea going nuclear.

Yet, it is clear that the mainstreaming of the nuclear debate in South Korea should not be viewed as an attempt to generate public support for the acquisition of nuclear weapons. Rather, politicians and foreign policy experts alike are now acknowledging and responding to public sentiment regarding the issue. Thus, the nuclear armament debate in South Korea has progressed beyond generic calls for the acquisition of nuclear weapons, with attention now being paid to how South Korea would acquire
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nuclear weapons, both politically and technically. It is likely that specific details concerning such a plan will emerge soon.61

A nuclear move on the part of South Korea could trigger a nuclear domino effect in the Asia-Pacific region, as Japan and Taiwan might follow suit. Japan, which still exhibits strong opposition to nuclear weapons due to its experience of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, has stated that it currently has no intention of developing nuclear weapons or sharing such weapons with the United States. However, if South Korea were to pursue nuclearization, Japan may feel compelled to develop its own nuclear weapons as a deterrent against potential regional threats. If Japan were to develop nuclear weapons, such a move may place pressure on Taiwan to do the same, as it already faces a threat due to China’s increasing military coercion. If U.S. allies in the region were to acquire nuclear weapons, China and North Korea may respond to the nuclear domino effect by strengthening their own theater nuclear forces. This would create an unstable situation in the Asia-Pacific region and be detrimental to the global nonproliferation regime, making it worthwhile to investigate the causes of the nuclear debate in Korea as well as possible policy alternatives for mitigating the risk of proliferation.

Why, then, is there an increasing demand for nuclear armament in South Korea? The most fundamental reason is North Korea’s rapidly increasing missile and nuclear capabilities. However, the issues triggered by the intensifying U.S.–China competition tend to spark further debates concerning South Korea’s nuclear armament. In the following sections, the details of the related dynamics will be investigated.

**Strategic Context**

The rise of China as a “peer-competitor” to the United States, along with North Korea’s rapidly growing nuclear capabilities, represent two of the most important developments in the Asia-Pacific regional system over the last two decades. China is now a serious competitor to the United States in the Asia-Pacific region as well as a peer in certain domains, although the United States’s position as the global superpower remains unchallenged. Yet, the fact that the gap between the United States and China is closing rather than growing is alarming U.S. strategists. At the same time, North Korea is posing a double threat to South Korea (with its tactical nuclear weapons) and to the U.S. mainland (with its intercontinental ballistic missiles

(ICBMs)). This section discusses these two significant developments that have had a profound impact on the U.S.-ROK alliance.

**Development #1: China’s Rise as a Peer-Competitor to the United States in the Asia-Pacific**

The prevailing consensus in Washington is that China is on track to surge past the United States in the coming years. Indeed, there is plenty of evidence to support this view.62 First, China’s economy has increased by a factor of 10, growing from $1.2 trillion in 2000 to $17.7 trillion by 2021. During this time, China’s real gross domestic product (GDP) growth rate has averaged 8.7% per year (based on 10.3% in the first decade and 7.2% in the second). Comparatively, the U.S. economy grew from $10.3 trillion in 2000 to $24.0 trillion in 2021, and its real GDP growth averaged just 2% per year. This means that China has sustained fast economic growth over the past two decades, growing at an average rate of four times that of the United States. Consequently, in terms of the purchasing power parity (PPP), China’s GDP in 2000 was 36% that of the United States, yet it reached 115% the size of the U.S. economy in 2020.63

As China’s economy continues to grow, an increasing number of states have come to rely on trade with China. As shown in Figure 1, China has now surpassed the United States as the largest trading partner for nearly all the major Asia-Pacific states. Moreover, following the launch of the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) in January 2022, China has also become the leader of the largest free-trade bloc in the world. The RCEP establishes a trading bloc in the Asia-Pacific region that consists of China, Japan, South Korea, Australia, New Zealand, and the 10 members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), thereby representing a population of 2.2 billion people. This new bloc comprises nearly one-third of the global GDP, making it the largest free-trade zone in the world.
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Beyond developing into an economic powerhouse, China has emerged as a serious competitor in terms of foundational and advanced technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI), 5G networks, and quantum information science (QIS).\textsuperscript{64} For example, Chinese financial and human capital investments in AI research and development...
have moved ahead of the United States, and the results of such investments are now beginning to emerge. One indicator is that China surpassed the United States with regard to overall AI citations in 2021, with a 35% increase from 2019.\(^6^5\) Another is that China has also published six times as many patents as the United States in deep learning, which is currently the hottest subfield of AI.\(^6^6\) In addition, China is already a leader in innovative 5G network applications, including smart factory systems, remote surgeries, and digital farming.\(^6^7\) Furthermore, China is looking ahead to the next generation of mobile communications. It holds 35% of all 6G network patents, whereas the United States holds only 18%.\(^6^8\) In the QIS sector, which consists of three main subfields (namely quantum computing, quantum communication, and quantum sensing), China is also catching up to the United States.\(^6^9\) In terms of quantum-related patents, the United States and China were tied in 2014, while China came in second place to the United States in relation to annual spending on quantum technology research in 2015.\(^7^0\) However, China overtook the United States in 2018, filing more than twice as many patents and accounting for 52% of all quantum patents. The country now spends four times as much as the United States on QIS.\(^7^1\) In short, as the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission notes, “China has reduced the technological gap with the United States … in which the United States has long held a dominant position.”\(^7^2\)

China’s growing economic power and technological capacity have served as substantial resources for its rapid military modernization, and today it has emerged as a near-peer military competitor to the United States in the Asia-Pacific region. In fact, China’s military strength has grown beyond the so-called anti-access, area-denial (A2/AD) capabilities aimed at thwarting United States power projection and has now moved into operations staged from Asian locations.


\(^7^1\) Allison et al., “The Great Tech Rivalry: China vs the US,” p15.

In the 2018 National Defense Strategy, former Secretary of Defense James Mattis bluntly states, that “For decades the U.S. has enjoyed uncontested or dominant superiority in every operating domain. We could generally deploy our forces when we wanted, assemble them where we wanted, and operate how we wanted.” Yet he goes on to warn that “Today, every domain is contested–air, land, sea, space, and cyberspace.” As Mattis mentions, China has built substantial capabilities in all these domains. China currently deploys more than 2,700 combat aircraft and is developing fifth-generation stealth aircraft (i.e., J-20 and J-31). Its navy is also expanding (see Table 1). In 2010, China only had around 210 battle force ships, but that number increased to around 360 ships in 2020 (more than the U.S. Navy’s entire number of battle force ships). Moreover, that number is expected to reach more than 400 by 2025. While this is a one-dimensional measure that excludes numerous other factors affecting a navy’s capabilities and how those capabilities compare to its assigned missions, the trend in the relative numbers of ships over time can shed light on how the relative balance of U.S. and Chinese naval capabilities may be shifting.

China is also modernizing its nuclear force at an alarming rate. In fact, as Brad Roberts notes, “China is not only modernizing its nuclear forces, it is diversifying

Table 1. Numbers of Chinese and U.S. Navy Battle Force Ships, 2000–2030

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ballistic missile submarines</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear-powered attack submarines</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel attack submarines</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft carriers, cruisers, destroyers</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frigates, corvettes</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Chinese navy battle force ships, including types not shown above</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total U.S. Navy battle force ships</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

them and increasing their numbers.” China has maintained roughly 20 silo-based ICBMs over the course of the last few decades. However, new information indicates that it may be building more than 200 new missile silos. This expansion is going to significantly change China’s small and mostly land-based arsenal. In addition to more silo-based ICBMs, China is also building road-mobile ICBMs and strategic nuclear submarines. Moreover, it is introducing airborne nuclear weapons. If China maintains the current pace of its nuclear expansion, the U.S. Department of Defense predicts that it may have up to 700 deliverable nuclear warheads by 2027 and 1,000 such warheads by 2030.

Finally, China is addressing its comparative weaknesses, including its anti-submarine warfare (ASW) and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities. It is also investing in emerging technologies such as electronic warfare, space, and cyber technologies. For example, the country is enhancing its anti-submarine operations capabilities by acquiring more ASW helicopters and upgrading the sonar systems of its surface ships. To improve its ISR capabilities, China has launched more than 120 satellites while also expanding its BeiDou precision, navigation, and timing system as an alternative to the Global Positioning System (GPS). Furthermore, China is increasingly aligning advanced technologies with warfighting concepts in an effort to exploit the possibilities of emerging technologies. In 2015, China established its Strategic Support Force, which centrally coordinates and integrates the Chinese military’s space, cyber, and electronic warfare capabilities into a single warfighting concept. China is also keen to absorb and integrate civilian technologies. According to a report by the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission, as part of China’s military reforms since 2016, Beijing has prioritized “military-civil fusion,” which seeks to facilitate technological transfers between the


79 For example, China’s navy is seeking to acquire more nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines. China is currently operating Type 094 submarines, which are equipped with JL-2 ballistic missiles with a range of approximately 7,200 kilometers. This range would necessitate the submarines operating around Hawaii in order to reach the U.S. mainland. Yet China is developing a newer kind of submarine, the Type 096, which is intended to be paired with a new type of ballistic missile, the JL-3, capable of reaching the U.S. mainland from Chinese waters. Moreover, the H-6N, the latest version of China’s H-6 strategic bomber, has been adopted by the Chinese air force. The H-6N is capable of aerial refueling, which increases its range, and can carry ballistic missiles to be launched from the air.


defense and civilian sectors to support defense-related innovation—and ultimately to lessen China’s dependence on foreign military technologies.\(^{82}\)

**Development #2: North Korea’s Fast Growing Nuclear Capabilities**

Since its second nuclear test in 2009, the character of the threat posed by North Korea has changed. Prior to 2009, North Korea’s nuclear weapons development had proceeded at a deliberate pace and was perceived as a diplomatic card intended to garner international assistance rather than an existential threat to South Korea’s security.\(^{83}\) However, after North Korea withdrew from the Six-Party Talks and repelled the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) as well as U.S. agents from the Yongbyon nuclear complex in 2009, it clearly signaled that it was no longer willing to negotiate over its nuclear capabilities.

In particular, under the leadership of Kim Jong Un, who came to power in 2011, North Korea has accelerated the development of its nuclear weapons. Three aspects of North Korea’s nuclear capability have significantly increased since then. First, North Korea has miniaturized and standardized nuclear warheads, enabling them to be mounted on missiles. It is estimated to have developed at least two types of nuclear warheads—namely fission bombs and hydrogen bombs—through six nuclear tests, as shown in Table 2. During its first three nuclear tests, North Korea prioritized the development of smaller and lighter fissile nuclear warheads. That objective was achieved through its fifth nuclear test. In addition, North Korea states that its fourth (2016) and sixth (2017) nuclear tests were successful in terms of developing hydrogen bombs. The yield of its sixth nuclear test was estimated to be more than 140 kilotons (kt), which is significantly outside the range of typical fission bombs, leading experts to believe that it was likely a hydrogen bomb test.

---


83 In the 1980s, North Korea began to develop nuclear weapons. During the same period, North Korea constructed nuclear facilities in Yongbyon, including plutonium reprocessing facilities, which allowed it to produce nuclear materials for the development of nuclear weapons. Following the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991, North Korea escalated the nuclear crisis in an effort to shape the conditions for its negotiations with the United States. This resulted in nuclear talks between Washington and Pyongyang and, eventually, the 1994 Agreed Framework, in which the United States agreed to provide North Korea with energy assistance and security guarantees. North Korea again resorted to this kind of deliberate crisis escalation in 1998 when it created the so-called missile crisis, which resulted in the visits of Vice Marshal Jo Myong-rok to the White House and Secretary of State Madeleine Albright to Pyongyang. During the Six-Party Talks, which began in 2003 following North Korea’s alleged uranium enrichment and withdrawal from the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, Pyongyang also used its nuclear cards to break the impasse in the negotiations with the United States. For example, North Korea conducted its first nuclear test in 2006. According to Chun Young-woo, then-head of the South Korean delegation to the Six-Party Talks and later national security advisor to President Lee Myung-bak, Pyongyang conducted the test to facilitate the retrieval of its funds held in the Banco Delta Asia, which had been frozen by the U.S. Treasury in 2005.
Table 2. North Korea’s History of Nuclear Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First</th>
<th>Second</th>
<th>Third</th>
<th>Fourth</th>
<th>Fifth</th>
<th>Sixth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date</strong></td>
<td>Oct 2006</td>
<td>May 2009</td>
<td>Feb 2013</td>
<td>Jan 2016</td>
<td>Sep 2016</td>
<td>Sep 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seismic Magnitude</strong></td>
<td>4.1 mb</td>
<td>4.25 mb</td>
<td>4.9 mb</td>
<td>4.85 mb</td>
<td>5.1 mb</td>
<td>6.1 mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estimated Yield</strong></td>
<td>0.5–2 kt</td>
<td>2–4 kt</td>
<td>6–9 kt</td>
<td>7–10 kt</td>
<td>10 kt</td>
<td>140+ kt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Successful nuclear test</th>
<th>Yield improved</th>
<th>Successfully miniaturized</th>
<th>First hydrogen bomb test</th>
<th>Successfully standardized</th>
<th>Hydrogen bomb for ICBMs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

* Seismic magnitude refers to the body wave magnitude (mb), which measures the size of a seismic event such as an earthquake. It is one factor used to estimate the yield of a nuclear weapon following an underground detonation.

** Yield represents the amount of energy released when a nuclear device is detonated. It is typically measured in kilotons (kt). One kiloton is equal to the explosive force of 1,000 tons of TNT.


Second, North Korea has developed both ICBMs capable of reaching the U.S. mainland. North Korea tested the Hwasong-14 ICBM on July 4 and July 28, 2017, followed by the Hwasong-15 on November 29, 2017. In the case of the Hwasong-15, the missile reached a peak altitude of 4,475 kilometers and flew 950 kilometers for 53 minutes. David Wright from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology estimates that if North Korea launched a missile at a standard angle, it would have a range of around 13,000 kilometers, enough to strike most of the U.S. mainland, including San Francisco, New York, and Washington.** In November 2022, North Korea launched Hwasong-17, its biggest missile yet. During the test, the missile reached a peak altitude of 6,041 kilometers and flew nearly 1,000 kilometers for about 69 minutes, thereby demonstrating the advancement of North Korea’s ICBM technology over several years.85

Third, North Korea has substantially improved its tactical nuclear capabilities. North Korea’s tests of the KN-23, KN-24, and KN-25 short-range ballistic missiles (SRBMs) are particularly noteworthy. Furthermore, North Korea has introduced diverse tactical

---


launching platforms that can release short-range missiles from vehicles, trains, submarines, and most recently, even underwater silos. North Korea has also revealed remarkable improvements in the use of solid propellant for SRBMs and an application of a “pull up” maneuver in the final terminal phase of flight to avoid interception. In this regard, at the Eighth Party Congress of the Korea Workers’ Party on January 12, 2021, Kim Jong Un said that North Korea has successfully developed tactical nuclear weapons by mastering their miniaturization and standardization. According to South Korean military experts, at least 12 of these missiles have already been manufactured and deployed.86 Table 3 shows a list of North Korean missiles, both operational and in development.

Table 3. North Korea’s Missile Launches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Missile Name</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BM-25 Musudan</td>
<td>IRBM</td>
<td>2,500–4,000 km</td>
<td>In Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwasong-12</td>
<td>IRBM</td>
<td>4,500 km</td>
<td>In Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwasong-13</td>
<td>ICBM</td>
<td>5,500–11,500 km</td>
<td>Never Deployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwasong-14</td>
<td>ICBM</td>
<td>10,400 km</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwasong-15</td>
<td>ICBM</td>
<td>8,500–13,000 km</td>
<td>In Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwasong-17</td>
<td>ICBM</td>
<td>15,000 km</td>
<td>In Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwasong-5</td>
<td>SRBM</td>
<td>300 km</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwasong-6</td>
<td>SRBM</td>
<td>500 km</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwasong 7 (Nodong 1)</td>
<td>MRBM</td>
<td>1,200–1,500 km</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwasong-9</td>
<td>MRBM</td>
<td>800–1,000 km</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KN-01</td>
<td>ASCM</td>
<td>110–160 km</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KN-02</td>
<td>SRBM</td>
<td>120–170 km</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KN-06</td>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>150 km</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KN-09 (KN-SS-9)</td>
<td>MLRS (300 mm)</td>
<td>200 km</td>
<td>In Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KN-18 (Scud MaRV)</td>
<td>SRBM</td>
<td>450+ km</td>
<td>In Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KN-23</td>
<td>SRBM</td>
<td>450 km</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KN-24</td>
<td>SRBM</td>
<td>410 km</td>
<td>In Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KN-25</td>
<td>SRBM</td>
<td>380 km</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumsong-3 (KN-19)</td>
<td>ASCM</td>
<td>130–250 km</td>
<td>Likely Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pukguksong-1 (KN-11)</td>
<td>SLBM</td>
<td>1,200 km</td>
<td>In Development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pukguksong-2 (KN-15)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MRBM</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,200–2,000 km</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pukguksong-3 (KN-26)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLBM</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,900 km</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ICBM = inter-continental ballistic missile with a minimum range of 5,000 kilometers; IRBM = intermediate range ballistic missile with a range of between 3,000 and 5,000 kilometers; MRBM = medium-range ballistic missile with a range of between 1,000 and 3,000 kilometers; SRBM = short-range ballistic missile with a range of 1,000 kilometers or less; ASCM = anti-ship cruise missile; SLBM = submarine-launched ballistic missile; MLRS = multiple launch rocket system; SAM = surface-to-air missile; MaRV = maneuverable reentry vehicle.

Source: “Missiles of North Korea,” CSIS Missile Defense Project.

According to leading South Korean national security expert Ham Hyeong-pil, North Korea will continue research and development for the purpose of upgrading and diversifying its nuclear capabilities in accordance with the directives issued by Kim Jong Un during the 8th Party Congress, which was held in January 2021. North Korea has demonstrated the intention to develop a multiple independently targetable reentry vehicle (MIRV) in order to weaken the U.S. missile defense system. In addition to the SRBM and cruise missiles that are currently being developed, North Korea may wish to develop various tactical nuclear weapons, including nuclear shells, bombs, and torpedoes. Finally, North Korea may also seek to acquire reconnaissance, surveillance, and remote-sensing satellites for nuclear command, control, and early warning purposes. Uncertainty remains regarding whether North Korea could achieve these goals while subject to international sanctions and economic struggles, but if it is able to continue its nuclear development at the current rate, Ham anticipates that North Korea would soon be able to develop a full-range nuclear capability.

**Diverging Threat Perceptions**

As China has risen to become a peer-competitor and North Korea has increased its nuclear capability nearly simultaneously, the United States and South Korea have begun to perceive the threats posed by the two states differently. The United States views China as a greater threat. As a result, it treats North Korea as a secondary threat and a subset of its China policy. Specifically, Washington’s concern about China stems from two assumptions: 1) the power gap between the United States and China is narrowing rather than widening; and 2) China is likely to use its power to displace U.S. leadership rather than comply with the existing international order. By contrast, South Korea views North Korea as the most substantial threat to its national security, whereas it views China as both a potential threat and a neighboring state with which it needs to manage its relationship. South Korea’s sense of urgency concerning the North’s nuclear threat has particularly increased as its recent doctrine involves the possibility of preemptive use of its nuclear weapons against South Korea.

**U.S. Priority: The Strategic Competition with China**

Within the U.S. policy community, the significance of the strategic competition with China in terms of U.S. national interests has been widely underscored, meaning that the competition is regarded as the nation’s highest policy priority. The leading alarmist when it comes this issue is arguably Graham Allison.\(^8^8\) Citing former Prime Minister of Singapore Lee Kuan Yew’s view on the matter,\(^8^9\) Allison warns that China’s ultimate goal is to “displace the U.S. as the world’s top economy and most powerful actor in the Western Pacific.”\(^9^0\) In his recent work, Allison further warns that “the time has come for us to retire the concept of China as a ‘near peer competitor’ ... We must recognize that China is now a ‘full-spectrum peer competitor.’”\(^9^1\) Then, he concludes that, in light of Beijing’s revisionist intent and comparable material power, the hegemonic competition could lead the two states into a so-called Thucydides trap, which describes the tendency toward war when an emerging power threatens to displace an existing great power as a hegemon.\(^9^2\)

Allison’s conclusion regarding the likelihood of hegemonic war between the United States and China seems overly pessimistic. In fact, as Allison himself admits, the likelihood of war is not actually very high. Both states possess second-strike nuclear forces and, therefore, the fear of mutually assured destruction constrains them from launching an all-out war. They are also economically dependent on one another, which gives rise to the possibility of mutually assured economic destruction in the event of a full-scale conflict.

Nevertheless, Washington strategists have long viewed its competition with China as its top and most pressing policy priority, as China is likely to seek to create its own international order based on its growing economic and military power in the near

---


\(^8^9\) For example, when asked whether China’s leaders are serious about displacing the United States as the top power in Asia in the foreseeable future, Lee Kuan Yew gave a direct answer: “Of course. Why not ... how could they not aspire to be number one in Asia and in time the world?” Moreover, when asked about China accepting its place in an international order designed and led by America, he stressed the unacceptable of such a situation: “China wants to be China and accepted as such—not as an honorary member of the West.” See Graham Allison and Robert Blackwill, “Interview: Lee Kuan Yew on the Future of U.S.-China Relations,” *The Atlantic* (March 5, 2013). https://www.theatlantic.com/china/archive/2013/03/interview-lee-kuan-yew-on-the-future-of-us-china-relationships/273657/. Accessed March 14, 2023.


In particular, as Alexander Cooley and Daniel Nexon note, China’s current approach to transforming the international order does not involve displacing existing institutions or norms, as it also depends on an open trading system and other norms associated with the liberal international order. Instead, Beijing seeks to amplify its influence within established international institutions while forming alternative regional and international bodies that can serve as instruments for promoting its national interests and vision for a global order. These new international bodies include the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, and New Development Bank. Perhaps especially important in this regard is the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), China’s vision of a $1 trillion investment in neighboring and developing states that mostly focuses on infrastructure issues—for the promotion of “the connectivity of Asian, European and African continent and their adjacent seas.”

China’s new vehicles serve as alternative providers of similar goods and substitute for the functions provided by U.S.-dominated international institutions. As these new arrangements are less demanding than existing Western institutions such as the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, the arrival of alternative options is not only attractive to vulnerable states, but also to key U.S. allies and partners, who are increasingly participating in China-led international initiatives. Accordingly, as Cooley and Nexon conclude, “China’s championing of these new vehicles and institutions may transform the ecology of international order itself, steadily increasing the power and activity of non-U.S. sources of order.”

The U.S. government’s strategic documents reflect this sense of urgency. Previously, the United States tended to exhibit hope that China would become a “responsible stakeholder” that largely accepted the ordering principles established

---

93 For instance, Allison states that “The preeminent geostrategic challenge of this era is … the impact that China’s ascendance will have on the U.S.-led international order, which has provided unprecedented great-power peace and prosperity for the past 70 years.” James Dobbins and his RAND colleagues also posit that “China is a peer competitor that wants to shape an international order that it can aspire to dominate.” See Graham Allison, “The Thucydides Trap: Are the U.S. and China Headed for War?” The Atlantic (September 24, 2015). https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2015/09/united-states-china-war-thucydides-trap/406756/ (accessed March 14, 2023); James Dobbins, Howard J. Shatz, and Ali Wyne, “Russia Is a Rogue, Not a Peer; China Is a Peer, Not a Rogue,” Perspectives, RAND Corporation (2019). https://www.rand.org/pubs/perspectives/PE310.html. Accessed March 14, 2023.

94 Alexander Cooley and Daniel Nexon, Exit from Hegemony: The Unraveling of the American Global Order (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2020); also see Michael J. Mazarr, Timothy R. Heath, and Astrid Stuth Cevallos, China and the International Order (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2018).

95 Cooley and Nexon note about the significance of BRI in China’s grand strategy that “China seeks to more actively shape, on a bilateral basis, the political attitudes of its neighbors with the aim of making them friendlier and more responsive to Chinese foreign policy and strategic priorities … The BRI also targets new markets for Chinese industries already operating at overcapacity, especially steel and cement manufacturing. Chinese financing arms, such as the China Development Bank or the Export-Import Bank, can set terms that award project contracts to specific Chinese companies and mandate the use of Chinese labor. Finally, the BRI umbrella also offers opportunities to regional and local governments to expand their regional and foreign activities as they vie to become transit hubs.” See Cooley and Nexon, p100.


97 Cooley and Nexon, p10.
by the United States. As a consequence, the U.S. supported China’s World Trade Organization membership in 2000 and maintained a relationship with China through diplomacy within existing international institutions. However, as China has increasingly been creating parallel institutions that may substitute the existing U.S.-led institutions, the United States has drastically changed its policy toward China and begun to view it as a strategic rival. The 2017 National Security Strategy states that “For decades, U.S. policy was rooted in the belief that support for China’s rise and for its integration into the post-war international order would liberalize China.”98 Yet, “Contrary to our hopes, China expanded its power at the expense of the sovereignty of others.”99 Similarly, the 2018 National Defense Strategy classifies China as a “revisionist power” that “wants to shape the world consistent with their authoritarian model” and identifies “the reemergence of long-term strategic competition” with China and Russia as “the central challenge to U.S. prosperity and security.”100

Notably, this shift toward a tougher stance with regards to China reflects a consensus among both conservatives and liberals in Washington. For instance, the Biden administration’s 2021 Interim National Security Strategic Guidance also emphasizes that “China, in particular, has rapidly become more assertive” and that the U.S. policy agenda aims to “prevail in strategic competition with China.”101 Furthermore, the administration’s National Security Strategy, which was released in October 2022, emphasizes that China is “the only competitor with both the intent to reshape the international order and, increasingly, the economic, diplomatic, military, and technological power to do it.”102 Following that, the U.S. embassy in Beijing issued a press briefing, saying, “We will leverage all elements of our national power” to “compete with the People’s Republic of China.”103 This trend appears likely to persist. Research by Chatham House suggests that “The U.S.’s relationship with China will continue to dominate foreign policy, and there is broad agreement that the U.S. should take a tougher line.”104

South Korea’s Priority: Coping with North Korea’s Imminent Threat

Similar to the United States, China is currently interfering in South Korea’s pursuit of national security interests. Such view is not solely attributable to China’s economic sanctions against South Korea, which were imposed in 2016 and 2017 in response to the U.S.-South Korea joint decision to deploy the U.S. Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) system on the Korean Peninsula. In 2013, China unilaterally declared its area of operation to extend west of the 124° east line of longitude. The 124° line is only around 50 kilometers from Baengnyeong, a South Korean island. Moreover, in 2019, Chinese bombers and Russian military aircraft flew between South Korean islands in the East Sea. During this incident, one of the Russian military aircraft entered South Korean territorial airspace without authorization. In 2019, China launched space rockets from a barge located in the Yellow Sea near South Korea. Military experts caution that this incident is indicative of China’s capability to engage in surprise missile launches from the sea during a crisis. Furthermore, despite North Korea being subject to international sanctions in which China participates, smuggling and cyber activities that could undermine the effectiveness of such sanctions have been conducted through or near China.

Contrary to the United States, however, South Korea has endeavored to prevent or manage situations in which China might become a military adversary. Instead, as President Yoon emphasizes in an interview with CNN, “North Korea remains an imminent threat” to South Korean security due to its growing nuclear capabilities.

---


In particular, South Korean strategists are concerned that North Korea’s nuclear doctrine has evolved beyond deterrence to a “war-fighting” strategy.\textsuperscript{113} The North Korean Nuclear Forces Law, which was enacted on September 8, 2022, clarifies its new nuclear doctrine. According to Article 1 of the law, North Korea’s nuclear force is based on “deterrence of war,” but it will carry out its “operational mission” for a decisive victory if deterrence were to fail. Furthermore, Article 6 of the law allows it to use nuclear weapons preemptively against non-nuclear attacks. In this regard, experts warn that North Korea’s new nuclear posture is “the most aggressive and radical” among nuclear powers.\textsuperscript{114}

North Korean preemptive nuclear attacks could target South Korea’s political centers. This threat is clearly different from North Korea’s long-range artillery because a single nuclear attack could cause panic in South Korea. Furthermore, its surprise nuclear attacks against South Korean airbases and naval ports would effectively hamstring its warfighting capability. North Korea’s nuclear capabilities could, in the long run, shift the balance of power on the Korean Peninsula in favor of North Korea. In this case, South Korea may no longer benefit from superior military power and would have to compete on an equal basis with North Korea.

However, it seems that South Korean strategists’ concerns about the nuclear threat posed by North Korea are overstated. North Korea is unlikely to use its nuclear weapons except in a situation where the collapse of the Kim regime is an imminent risk. Moreover, there is little incentive for North Korea to display the same level of resolve and recklessness as it did prior to possessing nuclear weapons. Consequently, conventional military provocations by a nuclear-armed North Korea will certainly continue to decline. Nonetheless, South Korean strategists posit that North Korea could inadvertently use nuclear weapons if it misperceives the intentions of Washington and Seoul (especially due to the alliance’s preemptive strike plans), miscalculates Washington’s willingness to intervene, or concludes that it has no choice but to use nuclear weapons in desperate circumstances with a “now-or-never” mindset.\textsuperscript{115}

This possibility is the reason that South Koreans view North Korea’s nuclear capacity as a greater threat than that posed by China—and that the North Korean threat should be addressed first. Consequently, almost all discussions on national security are centered on this threat, although there is a rising discussion within the South Korean policy community regarding how much it should worry about China’s rise and future deterrence of both


\textsuperscript{114} Jung-sup Kim and Chung-in Moon, “North Korea’s Nuclear Capabilities, Intentions and Prospects,” Global Asia (March 2023).

\textsuperscript{115} In particular, if Pyongyang’s miscalculation regarding Washington’s resolve is combined with North Korea’s unbalanced force structure, Pyongyang’s incentive to engage in preemptive nuclear use may be increased even further. While North Korea possesses hundreds of nuclear-capable missiles and long-range rockets, its defenses are aging and unreliable. Moreover, although North Korea relies on underground facilities to defend itself, the modern weapons system possessed by the U.S.-ROK alliance can effectively neutralize such facilities. This imbalance in terms of both offense and defense puts pressure on Pyongyang to use nuclear weapons first if a crisis inadvertently escalates. Indeed, North Korea’s weak defense capabilities prevent it from waiting for an opponent to attack first; consequently, its optimal strategy is achieving a strategic advantage through preemptive attacks.
Chinese coercion—as well as Beijing’s potential support for North Korea’s aggression.\footnote{For instance, according to the Korea Citation Index, only five papers on the Chinese threat to South Korean security have appeared in major South Korean policy journals over the past five years.}

Similarly, South Korea’s Defense White Papers have seen China as a neighboring state to cooperate with rather than a military adversary and instead exclusively focus on defending the country from North Korea’s aggression.

**Disparity in Policy Priorities**

A disparity in the threat perception leads to a disparity in policy priorities when two prominent threats emerge simultaneously. Each country may focus on the threat it perceives to pose the greatest threat to its strategic interests while avoiding involvement in the lesser threat. The pursuit of national security may then cause their ally to fear abandonment, weakening the alliance’s cohesion by making member states doubt each other’s commitment. This dynamic is currently occurring within the U.S.-ROK alliance. When both China and North Korea emerge as prominent threats at the same time, these two allies have avoided engaging in secondary threats. As a result, the United States and South Korea have been discontented with each other’s commitment.

**South Korean Perspective: United States Reluctance to be Deeply Involved in North Korean Issues**

As South Korea’s perception of Pyongyang’s threats intensified, Seoul demanded that Washington demonstrate a stronger commitment to its extended deterrence. As a consequence, for the first time in the history of the U.S.-ROK alliance, the joint statement issued during the U.S.-ROK summit held in June 2009 made specific reference to the U.S. extended deterrence: “We will maintain a robust defense posture, backed by allied capabilities which support both nations’ security interests. The continuing commitment of extended deterrence, including the U.S. nuclear umbrella, reinforces this assurance.”\footnote{Office of the Press Secretary, “Joint Vision for the Alliance of The US of America and The Republic of Korea,” The White House (June 16, 2009). https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/joint-vision-alliance-united-states-america-and-republic-korea. Accessed March 14, 2023.}

Moreover, during the 41st Security Consultative Meeting (SCM) held between defense leaders from the United States and South Korea in 2009, U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates confirmed that U.S. extended deterrence includes not only the U.S. nuclear umbrella, but also all U.S. military forces and assets stationed on the Korean Peninsula. In fact, he pledged to “provide extended deterrence for the ROK, using the full range of military capabilities.”\footnote{“Joint Communique: The 41st ROK-U.S. Security Consultative Meeting,” 2010 Defense White Paper, Ministry of National Defense, Republic of Korea (December 31, 2010). https://www.files.ethz.ch/isn/155720/South%20Korea%202010_eng-1.pdf. Accessed March 14, 2023.} Here, the phrase “full range of military capabilities” implies that U.S. extended deterrence includes both conventional
and nuclear capabilities.\textsuperscript{119} Most importantly, the two states agreed to jointly develop a “tailored deterrence strategy” to counter North Korea’s growing nuclear weapons threats, which was subsequently approved by their defense leaders in 2013.\textsuperscript{120}

Nevertheless, South Koreans’ doubt regarding the credibility of U.S. commitment has grown rather than diminished. There are two core reasons for these concerns on the part of South Koreans. First, South Korean experts are concerned that Washington’s desire to enhance the strategic flexibility of U.S. forces in Korea (USFK) could weaken U.S. deterrence with regard to North Korea and increase the risk of South Korea becoming entangled in the U.S.-China competition if Washington uses the USFK to address issues related to China.\textsuperscript{121} China’s rise as a major competitor to the United States has increased the need to enhance the strategic flexibility of U.S. forces stationed throughout the Asia-Pacific region in order to deal with the uncertain security conditions. In particular, the Trump and Biden administrations have bolstered measures intended to increase that strategic flexibility. For example, the Trump administration’s National Defense Strategy emphasized the need for “dynamic force employment,” which requires “increased strategic flexibility and freedom of action.”\textsuperscript{122} The publication of this strategy was followed by the redeployment of B-52 bombers from Guam to the U.S. mainland in 2020.\textsuperscript{123}

In the case of the Biden administration, Undersecretary of Defense for Policy Colin Kahl mentioned in his response to questions from the Senate that the USFK are not bound by a “magic number” and that they should maintain their flexibility to effectively respond to new regional threats.\textsuperscript{124} Similarly, during the Senate hearing, the commander of the USFK, General Paul LaCamera, emphasized the strategic flexibility

\textsuperscript{119} These conventional and nuclear capabilities include (1) U.S. forces in Korea, (2) Indo-Pacific Command assets, (3) U.S. military reinforcements from the mainland in the event of war on the Korean Peninsula, and (4) U.S. nuclear forces.

\textsuperscript{120} Tailored deterrence strategy involves the provision of regional allies with the tailored means and ways of deterrence to counter specific threats, taking into account the unique security situation and challenges of each region. The U.S.-ROK alliance’s tailored deterrence strategy covers diverse contingency scenarios, from North Korea’s threat to use nuclear weapons to an actual nuclear attack. Specifically, this joint, tailored deterrence strategy involves a three-step response. First, if North Korea threatens to use nuclear weapons, the United States will deploy strategic bombers, SSBNs, precision strike assets, and missile defense forces on the Korean Peninsula and surrounding areas. Second, if a nuclear attack by North Korea is imminent, South Korea and the United States will strike North Korea’s nuclear launchers with precision-guided weapons. Furthermore, the United States will increase the readiness of its nuclear forces. Third, if North Korea employs nuclear weapons against South Korea, the United States will implement decisive countermeasures, including the use of nuclear weapons, in consultation with the South Korean leadership.


In response to LaCamera’s statement, South Korean Defense Minister Suh Wook expressed concern and stated that “The U.S. force command in Korea is not a tool for U.S.-China competition.” As tensions regarding Taiwan have increased in recent years, U.S. experts now suggest that U.S. troops stationed in Korea would participate in any conflict between China and Taiwan. Both Washington and Seoul maintain that the top priority of the USFK is responding to North Korea’s threats and that U.S. commitment to South Korea is “ironclad,” although South Korean concerns persist.

South Korean experts are also concerned that U.S. domestic support for restraint policies could render Washington hesitant to intervene in the event of a crisis on the Korean Peninsula. For their part, U.S. strategists appear concerned that U.S. power is overstretched and that the pursuit of engagement policies could erode its global hegemony, particularly in light of China’s growing challenges. Thus, they aim to concentrate its national power on its core competition with China while saving power in other areas. This trend has become especially apparent during the Biden administration, as Hal Brands explains:

Biden’s initial theory of foreign policy was straightforward: don’t let smaller challenges distract from the big one. Of all the threats Washington faces, Biden’s interim national security strategy argued, China “is the only competitor” able to “mount a sustained challenge to a stable and open international system.” That challenge has become greater as China has accelerated its efforts to overturn the balance of power in Asia ... Biden was not naive enough to think that other problems would simply vanish.

---

127 Voice of America, “Interview with Former Secretary of Defense Mark Asper,” YouTube video, 3:39 (July 11, 2022). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9QfJ8RzY- &ab_channel=VOA%ED%95%9C%EA%B5%AD%EC%9B%84.
129 In addition, U.S. public support for the preemptive use of military force has steadily declined in recent years. For example, in a 2017 survey by the Pew Research Center, 48% of respondents stated that the use of preemptive military force is rarely or never justifiable, a statistic that was up from 30% in 2003. In terms of U.S. involvement in international problems, 57% of respondents stated that the United States should deal with its own problems and let other states deal with theirs as best they can, a statistic that was up from around 30% in the early 2000s. This growing public support for restraint policies is likely partly attributable to the growing war fatigue caused by the protracted conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq and the war against the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). Others claim that the United States should reduce its military spending in order to better fund domestic infrastructure and social programs. See “Public Uncertain, Divided Over America’s Place in the World,” Pew Research Center (May 5, 2016), https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2016/05/05/public-uncertain-divided-over-americas-place-in-the-world/ (accessed March 15, 2023); Alec Tyson, “Americans Are Split on the Principle of Pre-emptive Military Force,” Pew Research Center (November 28, 2017), https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/11/28/americans-are-split-on-the-principle-of-pre-emptive-military-force/ (accessed March 15, 2023); “Section 1: America’s Global Role,” Pew Research Center (December 3, 2013), https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2013/12/03/section-1-americas-global-role/ (accessed March 15, 2023).
With trouble brewing on this central front, however, he did seek a measure of calm on others.¹³⁰

As Brands expounds, the United States previously sought to maintain its military capability to fight two serious wars in separate regions at the same time, assuming those wars would be against rogue states or terrorist groups.¹³¹ Today, the question is whether the United States is able to wage wars against two near-peer great powers—that is, China and Russia. Moreover, the emergence of North Korea along with China would further push the United States to prioritize the threats it is facing and concentrate its power on addressing the most significant one.

South Korean experts consider that U.S. public and expert support for restraint policies and the retention of strategic flexibility have had a significant impact on the direction of U.S. foreign policy in recent years.¹³² Against this background, there is deepening pessimism among South Korean experts concerning the reliability of U.S. commitments. In particular, a number of leading national security experts have warned that the United States may not actively commit to South Korean security in the event of a war with North Korea. For example, Kim Sung-han, the current head of the South Korean National Security Council, argued that “U.S. extended deterrence has not demonstrated high credibility in terms of capability and will.” Similarly, leading South Korean strategists such as Cho Dong-joon, Park Hwi-rak, Shin Beom-chul, Kim Jung-seop, and Hwang Il-do have all cautioned that the United States may be unable to provide defense to South Korea because North Korea’s growing nuclear capability would impose greater costs on the United States with regard to fighting against North Korea.¹³³

**U.S. Perspective: South Korean Reluctance to Become Involved in the U.S.-China Competition**

Washington appears to hope that South Korea will actively participate in the U.S.-China strategic competition as a U.S. ally. Relatedly, the United States has asked other allies and partners to join in its efforts to contain China. Here, Japan and

---


¹³¹ Hal Brands, “The Overstretched Superpower.”

¹³² Examples include the Obama administration’s military spending cut, the Trump administration’s application of pressure on U.S. allies to increase the sharing of the defense burden while reducing the number of U.S. troops abroad, and the Biden administration’s decision to withdraw U.S. troops from Afghanistan and Syria.

Australia are the states in the Asia-Pacific region that cooperate most actively with the United States. Interestingly, these two states continue to maintain close commercial connections with China, although neither wants China to displace the status-quo order led by the United States. As a consequence, they both play a central role in the U.S. Indo-Pacific strategy. For example, Japan and Australia are key participants in the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (QUAD), which has included containing China among its aims since its revival in 2017. Thus, when the threat posed by China escalates, Japan and Australia respond in the same voice as the United States. For instance, when China increased its threat to Taiwan, former Australian Prime Minister Scott Morrison stressed the “need to guard against the use of Chinese force,” while Japanese officials stated the desire to “protect Taiwan as a democratic country.”

Conversely, South Korea has been reluctant to join U.S.-led efforts to contain China, even though the United States has continuously demanded its commitment to the U.S. Indo-Pacific Strategy since 2017. One reason for this is that South Korea’s economy is heavily reliant on trade with China (see Figure 2 above). For example, South Korea’s economic dependence on trade (i.e., the volume of imports and exports over GDP) was 80% in 2021, with China accounting for around a third of that
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Moreover, since 2017, while the United States has reduced its economic dependence on China, South Korea’s economic dependence on China has increased. As Figure 2 shows, South Korea’s exports to China and Hong Kong exceeded $200 billion in both 2018 and 2021. Its exports to Japan and the United States increased in 2021 as a result of the economic surge that followed the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, although South Korea’s exports to China remain twice as high as those to the United States and 6.5 times higher than those to Japan. China is also a significant importer of parts and raw materials to South Korea. Indeed, in 2020, 29.3% of South Korea’s imports of material parts originated in China. In addition, South Korea’s crucially important industries, such as semiconductor and battery production, are particularly reliant on raw materials from China.\(^{138}\)

Beyond economic considerations, China also exerts a significant influence over South Korea’s national security. There are currently arguably two major threats to the national security of South Korea: the military threat posed by North Korea and the threat to the Southern Sea Lanes of Communication (SLOC) through which around 90% of South Korea’s crude oil is transported. To date, the southern SLOC has been protected without incident due to the existence of the U.S.-led order, but this situation could be jeopardized if South Korea positions China as a military competitor. In addition, South Korea should work collaboratively with China to manage the North Korean threat, given that North Korea relies almost entirely on trade with China and that Beijing may intervene at any time if a crisis escalates on the Korean Peninsula.

Consequently, South Korea has remained equivocal when the United States has demanded its participation in balancing strategies such as the QUAD. South Korea has been cautious due to the belief that if it were to become involved in the United States’s strategic competition with China, it would suffer significant disadvantages. This belief appears well founded, as China confirmed its propensity for economic and military coercion in response to South Korea’s participation in the U.S.-led anti-China coalition during the 2017 THAAD incident. In short, South Korea has good economic ties with China as well as a significant amount of interdependence. Thus, while it is not too worried about military provocations from China, South Korea is concerned about economic and technological blackmail and issues of that kind. This is why South Korea does not want to become entangled in the U.S.-China strategic competition.

The Yoon government does not shift its policy direction concerning China due to the above-mentioned economic and security concerns, although the Yoon government

---

137 For example, in 2021, South Korea’s overall exports amounted to around $644 billion, while its exports to China were approximately $200 billion.

has shown signs of active support for U.S.-led initiatives. Yet, despite participating in such initiatives, South Korea has concurrently sought to mitigate China’s concerns and manage Seoul-Beijing relations. For example, South Korean Foreign Minister Park Jin clarified to Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi that Seoul is not seeking to contain China. Furthermore, the South Korean government has been adamant that its decision to join the IPEF is not intended to keep China in check. South Korea’s participation in any coalition focused on security is highly unlikely. According to an interview I conducted with Yang Uk, a research fellow at the Asan Institute for Policy Studies, “if South Korea joins the QUAD, Seoul will likely face economic retaliation from China. However, the current Yoon government may be unable to politically withstand a frame in which its security policy results in serious economic damage from China.”

As South Korea has adopted an ambiguous stance, Washington has begun to doubt Seoul’s loyalty to the U.S.-ROK alliance and view the alliance as less important than its relationship with other allies and partners who are willing to actively participate in U.S.-led coalitions. For instance, as Heginbotham and Samuels note, “Most U.S. strategists see balancing against Chinese power as a principal goal of foreign policy ... Korea, however, whether ruled by conservatives or by progressives, has shown little interest in balancing China.” Citing Nancy Pelosi’s recent trip to Seoul, another U.S. expert admits to being “very concerned that [Pelosi] was not met by the South Korean leadership,” adding that “if it was designed to appease China, ... it was insulting to the U.S. ... [and] sent a signal to the world that South Korea wasn’t standing up for shared values...”

South Korea’s stance has led to the United States’s discontent with its commitment to U.S. regional strategy. Indeed, U.S. security experts suggest that “U.S. security interests overlap more broadly with Japan’s than with South Korea’s.” This view is also apparent among South Korea’s security community, as an increasing number of scholars are publishing articles forewarning the risk of U.S. abandonment in the event of a conflict with North Korea. In an interview with the author of this paper, one South Korean security official reports “the impression that the United


States views the ROK-U.S. alliance as a second-tier alliance.” Indeed, South Korea was mentioned once in the Biden-Harris National Security Strategy, which was unveiled in October 2022, whereas Australia and Japan were mentioned seven and five times, respectively.145

**Conclusion**

This paper has examined how the simultaneous emergence of China and North Korea as significant threats has led to divergent threat perceptions between the United States and South Korea. When threat perceptions diverge, each nation’s prioritization of the greater threat to its national interests and avoidance of excessively deep engagement in any lesser threat results in dissatisfaction with the commitment of the other nation to the alliance.

This diverging threat perception is one of the primary reasons for South Korea’s recent call for the development of nuclear weapons. South Korea is concerned that the United States may be hesitant to intervene in the event of nuclear escalation on the Korean Peninsula, as doing so could jeopardize the U.S. position in the strategic competition with China. In fact, according to the results of a recent survey, nearly 60% of respondents thought that the United States would not intervene due to concerns about the associated burden or would decide to intervene contingent upon its own interests.146

The diverging threat perception is also an issue for the United States. Rather than actively cooperating with the United States to counter China’s challenge to the U.S.-led order, South Korea has adopted a hedging strategy in an effort to maintain its relationship with China. The findings of a recent survey also indicate that the majority of South Koreans believe that South Korea should maintain neutrality in the strategic competition between the United States and China.147 This stance has increased U.S. discontent with South Korea’s commitment to the U.S.–ROK alliance.

If the diverging threat perceptions and policy priorities persists, it could lead to the erosion of alliance cohesion. If the two countries have lower expectations regarding each other’s commitment, there would be a chance that they would choose to address security issues independently rather than relying on the alliance. This would mean that the alliance’s value to each country’s national interests would diminish, causing the alliance’s cohesion to weaken.

Therefore, the key to resolving the South Korean nuclear issue and sustaining a strong alliance between the United States and South Korea is to reduce the disparity in threat perceptions. This implies that South Korea’s doubt about the credibility of U.S. extended deterrence may not be resolved solely by implementing deterrence-strengthening measures, as suggested by Brad Roberts in this volume. It also requires extensive


147 Ibid.
discussions and comprehension of the alliance’s goals in the Asia-Pacific region with regards to China’s rise and North Korea’s growing nuclear threat. It is necessary for the United States and South Korea to develop and discuss these issues through joint research. Thus, I will conclude this paper by proposing that the governments and expert groups of the United States and South Korea conduct a joint policy study on ways to mitigate the diverging threat perception and maintain the solidarity of the alliance.
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Leaders of the U.S.-ROK alliance have two basic options for further strengthening deterrence on the peninsula. One is to opt for an entirely different approach—a South Korean nuclear bomb. Bob Einhorn’s opening chapter in this volume maps out the debate about this option in an effort to fully illuminate the benefits, costs, and risks of different courses of action. The other option is to continue the process of adaptation and strengthening deterrence that has long been underway within the alliance but with some significant new steps. My chapter maps out this option. Some of those steps would bring us to a new division of labor for deterrence within the U.S.-ROK alliance. Manseok Lee maps out the logic of such a new division in the third chapter. The options are clear. The need to choose is obvious. The stakes are high.

– from the preface by Brad Roberts